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Abstract
We construct the 12-dimensional exceptional field theory associated to the group SL(2)×
R+. Demanding the closure of the algebra of local symmetries leads to a constraint, known
as the section condition, that must be imposed on all fields. This constraint has two in-
equivalent solutions, one giving rise to 11-dimensional supergravity and the other leading to
F-theory. Thus SL(2) × R+ exceptional field theory contains both F-theory and M-theory
in a single 12-dimensional formalism.
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1 Introduction
It is 20 years since the study of non-perturbative string dynamics [1] and U-duality [2] led to
the idea of M-theory. From its inception the low energy effective description of M-theory was
known to be 11-dimensional supergravity with the coupling of the Type IIA string promoted to
the radius of the eleventh dimension.
The natural extension of this idea to the type IIB string gave rise to F-theory [3] where
the complex coupling in the IIB theory is taken to have its origin in the complex modulus of a
torus fibred over the usual ten dimensions of the type IIB string theory. Thus by definition, F-
theory is the 12-dimensional lift of the type IIB string theory. The status of this 12-dimensional
theory has been somewhat different to that of its IIA spouse with no direct 12-dimensional
description in terms of an action and fields that reduce to the IIB theory. Indeed, there is no
12-dimensional supergravity and thus no limit in which the 12-dimensions can be taken to be
“large”, unlike in the M-theory case. The emphasis has thus largely been on using algebraic
geometry to describe F-theory compactifications [4, 5] such that now F-theory is synonymous
with the study of elliptically fibred Calabi-Yau manifolds.
The complex coupling of IIB theory is naturally acted on by an SL(2) S-duality, which is
a symmetry of the theory. F-theory provides a geometric interpretation of this duality. An
idea which was raised swiftly after the introduction of F-theory was whether there exist similar
geometrisations of the U-duality symmetries which one finds after descending in dimension [6].
Here, one would hope to be able to associate the scalars of compactified supergravity with the
moduli of some auxiliary geometric space. However, the scope for doing so turns out to be
somewhat limited.
More recently, the idea of reimagining duality in a geometric origin has resurfaced in the form
of double field theory (DFT) and exceptional field theory (EFT). Perhaps the key development
that allows for the construction of these theories is that the new geometry is not a conventional
one, but an “extended geometry” [7,8] based on the idea of “generalised geometry” [9,10]. For
instance, a key role is played by a “generalised metric”, in place of the torus modulus, and one
introduces an extended space with a novel “generalised diffeomorphism” symmetry.
In this paper, we aim to use these innovations to construct a 12-dimensional theory which
provides a local action for F-theory.
Double field theory [11–14] - which itself has roots older still than F-theory [15–19] - pro-
vides an O(d, d) symmetry which allows one to think of the O(d, d) T-duality symmetry in a
generalised geometric manner. The bosonic degrees of freedom of N = 1 supergravity are de-
scribed by a generalised metric which transforms under and is itself an element of O(d, d). The
key difference to generalised geometry is the addition of novel coordinates so that the “doubled
coordinates” transform under the fundamental representation of O(d, d).1 This is a natural
construction from closed string field theory [21].
The extension of the ideas of double field theory to the exceptional sequence of groups
1The introduction of extra coordinates is also important for the description of so-called non-geometric back-
grounds [20].
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Ed(d), which are associated with U-duality, is called exceptional field theory [22–26]. Originally
developed in terms of an extended geometry [22–25,27–30] geometrising the Ed(d) groups acting
on a truncated d-dimensional theory, there is now a systematic method for constructing EFT
in a form which is fully equivalent to the whole 11- or 10-dimensional supergravities [26]. So far
EFTs have been developed for 3 ≤ d ≤ 8: E8 [31], E7 [32], E6 [33], SO(5, 5) [34], SL(5) [35] and
SL(3) × SL(2) [36] theory, including the supersymmetrisation of the E7 and E6 cases [37, 38].
The closely-related generalised geometry construction [7,8] is supersymmetric for the exceptional
groups considered, E4 up to E8. In addition, fairly complete constructions have been developed
for the general field content of these theories [39, 40]. Some recent reviews - predating the
construction of the full EFTs - are [20,41,42].
We shall now give an executive summary of the EFT construction for the purposes of this
general introduction, following the original line of thinking on the subject:
• Let us consider ourselves as starting with 11-dimensional supergravity.
• We decompose the 11-dimensional diffeomorphism group GL(11) −→ GL(11−d)×GL(d).
• We promote the SL(d) ⊂ GL(d) symmetry to Ed(d) by rewriting the bosonic degrees of
freedom in terms of objects which fall naturally into representations of Ed(d) (in order to
do so, we may need to perform various dualisations).
• We now take the step of introducingN new coordinates such that the d original coordinates
and the N extra (or “dual”) coordinates fit into a certain representation of Ed(d).
• Our fields - which are already in representations of Ed(d) - are now taken to depend on all
the coordinates.
• The local symmetries of the theory are likewise rewritten in such a manner that diffeo-
morphisms and gauge transformations unify into “generalised diffeomorphisms”.
• Invariance under these local symmetries may be used to fix the EFT action in the total
(11 +N)-dimensional space.
• For consistency the theory must be supplemented with a constraint, quadratic in deriva-
tives, known as the section condition. Inequivalent solutions (in the sense that they cannot
be mapped into each other by an Ed(d) transformation) of this constraint will impose a
dimensional reduction of the (11 +N)-dimensional theory down to eleven or ten dimen-
sions. The reduction down to eleven we call the M-theory section and the reduction down
to ten the IIB section for reasons that will become obvious. Note that although one may
motivate and begin the construction by starting in either eleven dimensions, or ten, the
full theory will automatically contain both M-theory and IIB subsectors [29,33]
In this paper we give the result of following this procedure to construct the EFT relevant
to F-theory. The result will be a 12-dimensional theory which may be reduced either to the
maximal supergravity in eleven dimensions or type IIB supergravity in ten. This theory is
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manifestly invariant under a SL(2) × R+ symmetry. The SL(2) part of this is easily identified
with the S-duality of type IIB and after imposing the section condition one can see the emergence
of a fibration structure as considered in F-theory. A different attempt at realising a twelve-
dimensional gravity description can be found in [43]. There have been other attempts at making
U-dualities manifest under the name of “F-theory” [44–48]. These should not be confused
with our approach which is based on the more traditional interpretation of F-theory as a 12-
dimensional framework making the SL(2) S-duality of type IIB manifest.
We note that the construction is a little different to the cases considered before in that the
extended space that is introduced is too small to include any effects from geometrising gauge
field potentials such as the three-form of 11-dimensional supergravity. In some sense, one may
think of it as the minimal EFT. As such, it provides the easiest way of seeing exactly how
F-theory fits in to the general EFT framework. By constructing the theory our goal is to bring
into sharp focus the points of comparison between the EFT construction and what is normally
thought of as F-theory. It will be of interest to embed this viewpoint into the higher rank groups
already studied.
In this paper, after describing the action and symmetries of the SL(2)×R+ EFT in section
2, we begin the process of analysing how it relates to F-theory. We can precisely show the
identification of the fields of the SL(2) × R+ EFT with those of 11-dimensional supergravity
and 10-dimensional IIB supergravity, which we do in section 3. After this, in section 4 we
discuss in general terms how one may view the IIB section - where there is no dependence on
two coordinates - as an F-theory description. The dynamics of the extended space are encoded
in a generalised metric whose degrees of freedom are precisely such as to allow us to recover the
usual sort of torus fibration familiar in F-theory.
We also discuss in detail how one sees M-theory/F-theory duality in the EFT framework.
One can work out the precise maps between the M-theory and F-theory pictures by comparing
the identifications of the EFT fields in the different sections. In this way one recovers the usual
relationships relating 11-dimensional supergravity on a torus to IIB string theory on a circle in
nine dimensions [49]. We carry this out for a selection of familiar brane solutions in section 5,
paying attention to the different features that are seen in EFT depending on whether the brane
wraps part of the extended space or not. For instance, 1/2-BPS brane solutions may be seen
as simple wave/monopole type solutions in the EFT [50].
At the same time, we stress that the EFT construction is an extension of the usual duality
relationships. From the point of view of the M-theory section, we introduce one additional
dual coordinate ys, which can be thought of as being conjugate to a membrane wrapping mode
when we have a background of the form M9 × T 2. Alternatively, the IIB section sees two dual
coordinates yα related to winding modes of the F1 and D1 in the direction ys. In EFT we treat
all these modes on an equal footing - they are related by the symmetry SL(2)× R+.2
We hope that by presenting the 12-dimensional SL(2)×R+ exceptional field theory we can
begin to properly connect the EFT constructions to F-theory. We conclude with a discussion
2Actually, in this case ys is a singlet of the SL(2) part of the group while yα is a doublet.
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of possible directions in which one can use the EFT formalism to address aspects of F-theory,
and comment on the outlook to higher dimensional duality groups.
2 The SL(2)× R+ exceptional field theory
In this section, we describe the general features of the theory. First, we describe the setup in
terms of an extended space and the field content. Then we shall give the form of the action.
After this, we will briefly discuss the symmetries of the theory, which can be used to determine
the action. Our goal is to provide an introduction to the main features. Thus, we reserve the
technical details of the construction to the appendices.
In this paper will restrict ourselves to only the bosonic sector of the theory. We expect that
supersymmetrisation will follow the form of other supersymmetrised EFTs [37,38].
2.1 The theory and its action
The theory we will describe in this paper may be thought of as a 12-dimensional theory with a
9 + 3 split of the coordinates, so that we have
• nine “external” coordinates, xµ,
• three “extended” coordinates, YM that live in the 21 ⊕ 1−1 reducible representation of
SL(2)×R+ (where the subscripts denote the weights under the R+ factor). To reflect the
reducibility of the representation we further decompose the coordinates YM = (yα, ys)
where α = 1, 2 transforms in the fundamental of SL(2), and s stands, appropriately as we
will see, for “singlet” or “string”. 3
The fields and symmetry transformation parameters of the theory can in principle depend on
all of these coordinates. However, as always happens in exceptional field theory and double
field theory, there is a consistency condition which reduces the dependence on the extended
coordinates. This condition is usually implemented as the section condition, which directly
imposes that that the fields cannot depend on all extended coordinates. In our case, it takes
the form
∂α∂s = 0 , (2.1)
with the derivatives to be thought of as acting on any field or pair of fields, so that we require
both ∂α∂sO = 0 and ∂αO1∂sO2 + ∂αO2∂sO1 = 0. The origin of the section condition is the
requirement that the algebra of symmetries closes, which we will review in the next subsection.4
The field content of the theory is as follows. The metric-like degrees of freedom are
• an “external” metric, gµν ,
3The reducibility of the coordinate representation is not a feature of higher rank duality groups.
4In fact, one can alternatively use a generalised Scherk-Schwarz ansatz to obtain a set of weaker conditions
that replace the above section condition with a set of constraints on twist matrices which in principle depend
on all the extended coordinates [51–54]. This would be an interesting possibility to apply here, but we do not
pursue this in the present paper.
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• a generalised metric,MMN which parametrises the coset (SL(2)×R+)/SO(2). (From the
perspective of the “external” nine dimensions, this metric will correspond to the scalar
degrees of freedom.) The reducibility of the YM coordinates implies that the generalised
metric is reducible and thus may be decomposed as,
MMN =Mαβ ⊕Mss . (2.2)
The coset (SL(2) × R+)/SO(2) implies we have just three degrees of freedom described by the
generalised metric. This means that Mss must be related to detMαβ. One can thus define
Mαβ such that
Hαβ ≡ (Mss)3/4Mαβ , (2.3)
has unit determinant. The rescaled metric Hαβ andMss can then be used as the independent
degrees of freedom when constructing the theory. This unit determinant matrix Hαβ will then
appear naturally in the IIB/F-theory description.
In addition, we have a hierarchy of gauge fields, similar to the tensor hierarchy of gauged
supergravities [55, 56]. These are form fields with respect to the external directions, and also
transform in different representations of the duality group:
Representation Gauge potential Field strength
21 ⊕ 1−1 AµM FµνM
20 Bµν
αs Hµνραs
11 Cµνρ
[αβ]s Jµνρσ [αβ]s
10 Dµνρσ
[αβ]ss Kµνρσλ[αβ]ss
21 Eµνρσκ
γ[αβ]ss Lµνρσκλγ[αβ]ss
20 ⊕ 12 FµνρσκλM not needed
(2.4)
These fields also transform under “generalised diffeomorphisms” and “external diffeomorphisms”
which we describe in the next subsection, as well as various gauge symmetries of the tensor
hierarchy which we describe in Appendix A.2. The field strengths are defined such that the
fields transform covariantly under generalised diffeomorphisms, i.e. according to their index
structure and the rules given in the following subsection, and are gauge invariant under a
hierarchy of interrelated gauge transformations given in detail in A.2. The expressions for the
field strengths are schematically
Fµν = 2∂[µAν] + · · ·+ ∂ˆBµ1µ2
Hµ1µ2µ3 = 3D[µ1Bµ2µ3] + · · · + ∂ˆCµ1µ2µ3 ,
Jµ1...µ1µ4 = 4D[µ1Cµ2µ3µ4] + · · · + ∂ˆDµ1...µ4 ,
Kµ1...µ5 = 5D[µ1Dµ2...µ5] + · · · + ∂ˆEµ1...µ5 ,
Lµ1...µ6 = 6D[µ1Eµ2...µ6] + · · · + ∂ˆFµ1...µ6 ,
(2.5)
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where for the p-form field strengths the terms indicated by dots involve quadratic and higher
order of field strengths. We also see that there is always a linear term, shown, of the gauge field
at next order, under a particular nilpotent derivative ∂ˆ defined in A.1. The derivative, Dµ that
appears is a covariant derivative for the generalised diffeomorphisms, as described in the next
section. The detailed definitions of the field strengths are also in A.2.
Crucially, the presence of the two kinds of diffeomorphism symmetries may be used to fix
the action up to total derivatives. The details of this calculation are in Appendix B. The
resulting general form of the action, which is common to all exceptional field theories is given
schematically as follows,
S =
∫
d9xd3Y
√
g
(
Rˆ+ Lskin + Lgkin + 1√
g
Ltop + V
)
. (2.6)
The constituent parts are (omitting total derivatives5):
• the “covariantised” external Ricci scalar, Rˆ, which is
Rˆ =
1
4
gµνDµgρσDνg
ρσ − 1
2
gµνDµg
ρσDρgνσ +
1
4
gµνDµ ln gDν ln g+
1
2
Dµ ln gDνg
µν . (2.7)
• a kinetic term for the generalised metric
Lskin = − 7
32
gµνDµ lnMssDν lnMss + 1
4
gµνDµHαβDνHαβ , (2.8)
• kinetic terms for the gauge fields
Lgkin = − 1
2 · 2!MMNFµν
MFµνN − 1
2 · 3!MαβMssHµνρ
αsHµνρβs
− 1
2 · 2!4!MssMαγMβδJµνρσ
[αβ]sJ µνρσ[γδ]s .
(2.9)
We do not include kinetic terms for all the form fields appearing in (2.4). As a result, not
all the forms are dynamical. We will discuss the consequences of this below.
• a topological or Chern-Simons like term which is not manifestly gauge invariant in 9+3
dimensions. In a standard manner however we may write this term in a manifestly gauge
invariant manner in 10+3 dimensions as
Stop = κ
∫
d10x d3Y εµ1...µ10
1
4
ǫαβǫγδ
[
1
5
∂sKµ1...µ5αβssKµ6...µ10γδss
−5
2
Fµ1µ2sJµ3...µ6αβsJµ7...µ10γδ
+
10
3
2Hµ1...µ3αsHµ4...µ6βsJµ7...µ10γδ
]
.
(2.10)
5In the quantum theory the total derivatives are important and EFT will have a natural boundary term given
by an Ed(d) covariantisation of the Gibbons-Hawking term [57].
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The index µ is treated to an abuse of notation where it is simultaneously 10- and 9-
dimensional. (This extra dimension is purely a notational convenience and is unrelated
to the extra coordinates present in YM .) The above term is such that its variation is a
total derivative and so can be written again in the correct number of dimensions. For
further discussion of this term, including an “index-free” description, see Appendix A.3.
The overall coefficient κ is found to be κ = + 15!48 .
• a scalar potential
V =
1
4
Mss
(
∂sHαβ∂sHαβ + ∂sgµν∂sgµν + ∂s ln g∂s ln g
)
+
9
32
Mss∂s lnMss∂s lnMss − 1
2
Mss∂s lnMss∂s ln g
+M3/4ss
[
1
4
Hαβ∂αHγδ∂βHγδ + 1
2
Hαβ∂αHγδ∂γHδβ + ∂αHαβ∂β ln
(
g1/2M3/4ss
)
+
1
4
Hαβ
(
∂αg
µν∂βgµν + ∂α ln g∂β ln g +
1
4
∂α lnMss∂β lnMss + 1
2
∂α ln g∂β lnMss
)]
.
(2.11)
This theory expresses the dynamics of 11-dimensional supergravity and 10-dimensional type
IIB supergravity in a duality covariant way. In order to do so, we have actually increased the
numbers of degrees of freedom by simultaneously treating fields and their electromagnetic duals
on the same footing. This can be seen in the collection of form fields in (2.4). For instance,
although 11-dimensional supergravity contains only a three-form, here we have additional higher
rank forms which can be thought of as corresponding to the six-form field dual to the three-form.
The action for the theory deals with this by not including kinetic terms for all the gauge
fields. The field strength Kµνρσκ of the gauge field Dµνρσ only appears in the topological term
(2.10). The field Dµνρσ in fact also appears in the definition of the gauge field Jµνρ, under a
∂M derivative. One can show that the equation of motion for this field is
∂s
(
κ
2
ǫµ1...µ9ǫαβǫγδKµ5...µ9γδss − e
1
48
MssMαγMβδJ µ1...µ4γδs
)
= 0 . (2.12)
The expression in the brackets should be imposed as a duality relation relating the field strength
Kµνρσλ to Jµνρσ, and hence removing seemingly extra degrees of freedom carried in the gauge
fields which are actually just the dualisations of physical degrees of freedom. The above relation
is quite important – for instance the proof that the EFT action is invariant under diffeomor-
phisms is only obeyed if it is satisfied.
As for the remaining two gauge fields, the equation of motion following from varying with
respect to Eµνρσκ is trivially satisfied (it only appears in the field strength Kµνρσκ), while
Fµνρσκλ is entirely absent from the action.
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2.2 Local and global symmetries
It is clear that the above action has a manifest invariance under a global SL(2)×R+ symmetry,
acting on the indices α, s in an obvious way. In addition, the exceptional field theory is invariant
under a set of local symmetries.
Alongside the introduction of the extended coordinates YM one constructs so called “gen-
eralised diffeomorphisms”. In the higher rank groups, these give a unified description of or-
dinary diffeomorphisms together with the p-form gauge transformations. Although the group
SL(2)×R+ is too small for the p-form gauge transformations to play a role here, the generalised
diffeomorphisms provide a combined description of part of the ordinary local symmetries of IIB
and 11-dimensional supergravity.
The generalised diffeomorphisms, generated by a generalised vector ΛM , act as a local
SL(2) × R+ action, called the generalised Lie derivative LΛ. These act on a vector, VM of
weight λV in a form which looks like the usual Lie derivative plus a modification involving the
so-called “Y-tensor”
δΛV
M ≡ LΛVM = ΛN∂NVM − V N∂NΛM + YMNPQ∂NΛPV Q + (λV + ω)∂NΛNVM . (2.13)
This modification is universal for the generalised Lie derivatives of all exceptional field theories
[58] and is built from the invariant tensors of the duality group. This universal formulation
of the Lie derivative generalises the construction of DFT [12, 19], as well as that given for the
SL(5) EFT [24], and indeed was first given in the context of generalised geometry [7], where the
derivatives with respect to the extra coordinates are set to zero. In the case of SL(2)×R+ [40],
the Y -tensor is symmetric on both upper and lower indices and has the only non-vanishing
components
Y αsβs = δ
α
β . (2.14)
There is also a universal weight term, +ω∂NΛ
NVM . The constant ω depends on the number
n = 11 − d of external dimensions as ω = − 1n−2 and for us ω = −1/7. The gauge parameters
themselves are chosen to have specific weight λΛ = 1/7, which cancels that arising from the ω
term.
In conventional geometry, diffeomorphisms are generated by the Lie derivative and form a
closed algebra under the Lie bracket. The algebra of generalised diffeomorphisms involves the
E-bracket,
[U, V ]E =
1
2
(LUV −LV U) . (2.15)
The condition for closure of the algebra is
LULV − LV LU = L[U,V ]E (2.16)
which does not happen automatically. A universal feature in all exceptional field theories is
that we need to impose the so called section condition [7, 12,24,58] so the algebra closes. This
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is the following constraint determined by the Y-tensor
YMNPQ∂M∂N = 0 , (2.17)
which implies the form (2.1) given before.
From the definition of the generalised Lie derivative (2.13) and the Y-tensor (2.14), we can
write down the transformation rules for the components V α and V s, which are
LΛV α = ΛM∂MV α − V β∂βΛα − 1
7
V α∂βΛ
β +
6
7
V α∂βΛ
β ,
LΛV s = ΛM∂MV s + 6
7
V s∂βΛ
β − 8
7
V s∂sΛ
s .
(2.18)
Then by requiring the Leibniz property for the generalised Lie derivative, we can derive the
transformation rules for tensors in other representations of SL(2)×R+, such as the generalised
metricMMN . (The form fields must be treated separately, see Appendix A.2.)
In doing so, we also need to specify the weight λ of each object. It is conventional to choose
the generalised metric to have weight zero under generalised diffeomorphisms. Meanwhile, the
sequence of form fields A,B,C, . . . are chosen to have weights λA = 1/7, λB = 2/7, λC = 3/7
and so on. Finally, we take the external metric gµν to be a scalar of weight 2/7.
In the above we have only treated the infinitesimal, local SL(2)×R+ symmetry. This should
be related to finite SL(2) × R+ transformations by exponentiation. The relation between the
exponentiated generalised Lie derivative and the finite transformations are quite nontrivial due
to the presence of the section condition. For double field theory there are now are series of
works dealing with this issue [59–64] and recently the EFT case has been studied in [64,65].
The other diffeomorphism symmetry of the action consists of external diffeomorphisms,
parametrised by vectors ξµ. These are given by the usual Lie derivative
δξV
µ ≡ LξV µ = ξνDνV µ − V νDνξµ + λˆVDνξνV µ , (2.19)
with partial derivatives replaced by the derivative Dµ which is covariant under internal diffeo-
morphisms, and explicitly defined by
Dµ = ∂µ − δAµ . (2.20)
The weight λˆV of a vector under external diffeomorphisms is independent of that under gener-
alised diffeomorphisms.
For this to work, the gauge vector Aµ must transform under generalised diffeomorphisms as
δΛAµ
M = DµΛ
M . (2.21)
The external metrics and form fields then transform under external diffeomorphisms in the
usual manner given by the Leibniz rule, while the generalised metric is taken to be a scalar,
δξMMN = ξµDµMMN .
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In addition, we need to consider the gauge transformations of the remaining form fields
(2.4). Deriving the correct gauge transformations and field strengths is a non-trivial exercise,
and we defer the presentation to Appendix A.2.
Each individual term in the general form of the action (2.6) is separately invariant under
generalised diffeomorphisms and gauge transformations. The external diffeomorphisms though
mix the various terms and so by requiring invariance under these transformations one may then
fix the coefficients of the action.
An alternative derivation of the generalised Lie derivative is the following. We consider a
general ansatz for the generalised Lie derivative acting on elements in the 2-dimensional and
singlet representation
LΛV α = ΛM∂MV α − V β∂βΛα + aV α∂βΛβ + bV α∂βΛβ ,
LΛV s = ΛM∂MV s + cV s∂βΛβ + dV s∂sΛs .
(2.22)
We can fix the coefficients a, b, c, d as follows. We require a singlet ∆s and ǫαβ to define an
invariant, i.e.
LΛ (ǫαβ∆s) = 0 . (2.23)
This property allows us to define the unit-determinant generalised metric (2.3). Furthermore,
we require that the algebra of generalised Lie derivatives closes subject to a section condition.
Requiring this to allow for two inequivalent solutions then fixes the coefficients a, b, c, d above
and – up to a redefinition – reproduces (2.18). This definition of the generalised Lie derivative
fits in the usual pattern of generalised diffeomorphism in EFT described by the Y-tensor [58]
deformation of the Lie derivative.
3 Relationship to Supergravity
Our SL(2) × R+ exceptional field theory is equivalent to 11-dimensional and 10-dimensional
IIB supergravity, in a particular splitting inspired by Kaluza-Klein reductions. In this section,
we present the details of this split and give the precise relationships between the fields of the
exceptional field theory and those of supergravity.6
3.1 Metric terms
Let us consider first the (n+ d)-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert term
S =
∫
dn+dx
√
GR . (3.1)
This discussion applies equally to 11-dimensional supergravity and type IIB supergravity. In
both cases, n is the number of “external” dimensions and d the number of internal. So n = 9
6In general, our actions will have the same relative normalisations as that in the book [66] although we use
the opposite signature. The procedure that we use is essentially the same as carried out in the exceptional field
theory literature, see for instance [33,67] for detailed descriptions of the M-theory and IIB cases.
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always but d = 2 in the 11-dimensional case and d = 1 in the IIB case.
The (n+d)-dimensional coordinates xµˆ are split into xµ, µ = 1, . . . , 9 and ym, m = 1, . . . , d.
After splitting the (n + d)-dimensional flat coordinates aˆ into n-dimensional flat coordinates a
and d-dimensional flat coordinates m¯, we write the (n+ d)-dimensional vielbein as
Eaˆµˆ =
(
φω/2eaµ 0
Aµ
mφm¯m φ
m¯
m
)
. (3.2)
Fixing this form of the vielbein breaks the SO(1, n+ d− 1) Lorentz symmetry to SO(1, n− 1)×
SO(d). Note however that we continue to allow the fields of the theory to depend on all the
coordinates, so at no point do we carry out a dimensional reduction.
Here we treat eaµ as the vielbein for the external metric gµν and can think of φ
m¯
m as the
vielbein for the internal metric φmn. Here φ ≡ detφmn. The corresponding form of the metric
is
Gµˆνˆ =
(
φωgµν +Aµ
pAν
qφpq Aµ
pφpn
Aν
pφpm φmn
)
. (3.3)
The constant ω is fixed in order to obtain the Einstein-Hilbert term for the metric gµν and is
the same as in Section 2: ω = − 1n−2 = −1/7.
Diffeomorphisms ξµˆ split into internal Λm and external ξµ transformations. We define
covariant derivatives Dµ = ∂µ−δAµ which are covariant with respect to internal diffeomorphisms
Dµe
a
ν = ∂µe
a
ν −Aµm∂meaν + ω∂nAµneaν ,
Dµφ
m¯
m = ∂µφ
m¯
m −Aµn∂nφm¯m − ∂mAµnφm¯n .
(3.4)
The use of the letter Dµ here and also for the covariant derivatives (2.20) appearing in the EFT
is no accident. Indeed, on solving the section condition, those in EFT reduce exactly to the
expressions here.
One can think of eaµ as carrying density weight −ω under internal diffeomorphisms. The
Kaluza-Klein vector appears as a connection for internal diffeomorphisms, the field strength is
Fµν
m = 2∂[µAν]
m − 2A[µ|n∂nAmν] . (3.5)
To obtain external diffeomorphisms one must add a compensating Lorentz transformation of the
vielbein. The resulting expressions are not covariant with respect to internal diffeomorphisms,
but can be improved by adding a field dependent internal transformation (with parameter
−ξνAνm) to each transformation rule. This leads to the definition of external diffeomorphisms
in our split theory
δξe
a
µ = ξ
νDνe
a
µ +Dµξ
νeaν ,
δξφ
m¯
m = ξ
νDνφ
m¯
m ,
δξAµ
m = ξνFνµ
m + φωφmngµν∂nξ
µ .
(3.6)
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It is convenient to also define a derivative
Dme
a
µ = ∂me
a
µ +
ω
2
eaµ∂m lnφ . (3.7)
One can then show that the Einstein-Hilbert term S =
∫
dn+dx
√
GR becomes
∫
dnxddy
√
|g|
[
Rˆ− 1
4
φ−ωFµνmFµνm
+
1
4
gµνDµφ
mnDνφmn +
1
4
ωgµνDµ lnφDν lnφ
− ω
(
DµD
µ lnφ+
1
2
Dµ ln gD
µ lnφ
)
+ φω
(
Rint(φ) +
1
4
φmnDmg
µνDngµν +
1
4
φmnDm ln gDn ln g
)]
−
∫
dnxddy∂m
(√
|g|φωφmnDn ln g
)
.
(3.8)
Here Rint(φ) is the object given by the usual formula for the Ricci scalar applied to the internal
metric φmn, using only the ∂m derivatives (and not involving any determinant e factors). Note
that this vanishes when d = 1 i.e. for the IIB splitting. Meanwhile, Rˆ is the improved Ricci
scalar in which all derivatives that appear are Dµ rather than ∂µ.
3.2 Splitting of 11-dimensional supergravity
Now, we come to 11-dimensional supergravity. We write the (bosonic) action as
S11 =
∫
d11x
√
G
(
R− 1
48
Fˆ µˆνˆρˆλˆFˆµˆνˆρˆλˆ +
1
(144)2
1√
G
εµˆ1...µˆ11Fˆµˆ1...µˆ4Fˆµˆ5...µˆ8Cˆµˆ9...µˆ11
)
. (3.9)
We will slightly adapt our notation here. The index α = 1, 2 is used to denote internal indices,
while we denote the internal components of the metric by γαβ , i.e. with respect to the previous
section φmn → γαβ.
The four-form field strength is as usual
Fˆµˆνˆρˆλˆ = 4∂[µˆCˆνˆρˆλˆ] . (3.10)
The degrees of freedom arising from the metric are then the external metric gµν , the Kaluza-
Klein vector Aµ
α with field strength
Fµν
α = 2∂[µAν]
α − 2A[µ|β∂βAαν] , (3.11)
and the internal metric γαβ.
The three-form field gives n-dimensional forms Cˆµνρ, Cˆµνα and Cˆµαβ . In order to obtain
fields which have better transformation properties under the symmetries in the split (both dif-
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feomorphisms and gauge transformations), one redefines the form field components by flattening
indices with Eaˆ
µˆ and then curving them with Eaˆµ, so that for instance C¯µαβ ≡ EaˆµEaˆµˆCˆµˆαβ,
C¯µαβ = Cˆµαβ ,
C¯µνα = Cˆµνα − 2A[µβCˆν]αβ ,
C¯µνρ = Cˆµνρ − 3A[µαCˆνρ]α + 3A[µαAνβCˆρ]αβ .
(3.12)
The fields defined in this way are such that they transform according to their index structure
under internal diffeomorphisms Λm acting as the Lie derivative. The field strengths may be
similarly redefined
F¯µναβ = 2D[µC¯ν]αβ + 2∂[αC¯|µν|β] ,
F¯µνρα = 3D[µC¯νρ]α + 3F[µν
βC¯ρ]αβ − ∂αC¯µνρ ,
F¯µνρσ = 4D[µC¯νρσ] + 6F[µν
αC¯ρσ]α .
(3.13)
Here we have the covariant derivative Dµ = ∂µ − δAµ introduced above.
The kinetic terms for the gauge fields may be easily decomposed by going to flat indices and
then using the above redefinitions. Including the Kaluza-Klein vector, one finds the total gauge
kinetic terms
−1
4
γ1/7γαβFµν
αFµνβ − 1
8
γ1/7γαβγγδF¯µναγ F¯
µν
βδ − 1
12
γ2/7γαβF¯µνραF¯µνρβ − 1
48
γ3/7F¯µνρσF¯µνρσ
(3.14)
Finally, consider the Chern-Simons term. A very convenient way of treating this reduction is
to use the trick of rewriting the Chern-Simons term as a manifestly gauge invariant term in
one dimension higher (note this fictitious extra dimension has nothing to do with the extra
coordinate introduced in EFT). Thus one writes
SCS = − 1
4 · (144)2
∫
d12xεµˆ1...µˆ12Fˆµˆ1...µˆ4Fˆµˆ5...µˆ8Fˆµˆ9...µˆ12 . (3.15)
The variation of this is
3
(144)2
∫
d12x∂µˆ12
(
εµˆ1...µˆ12 Fˆµˆ1...µˆ4Fˆµˆ5...µˆ8δCˆµˆ9...µˆ11
)
, (3.16)
which is a total derivative as expected. This term can be decomposed according to the above
splitting. One obtains
SCS = − 1
8 · 12 · 144
∫
d10xd2yεµ1...µ10εαβ
(
3F¯αβµ1µ2 F¯µ3...µ6F¯µ7...µ10 − 8F¯αµ1µ2µ3F¯βµ4µ5µ6F¯µ7...µ10
)
.
(3.17)
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3.3 The EFT/M-theory dictionary
Now, we take our SL(2) × R+ EFT described in section 2 and impose the M-theory section
condition, ∂s = 0. Thus, the fields of our theory depend on the coordinates x
µ and yα, which
are taken to be the coordinates of 11-dimensional supergravity in the 9 + 2 splitting described
above.
The metric-like degrees of freedom are easily identified. The external metric gµν used in the
SL(2)×R+ EFT is simply that appearing in the splitting of 11-dimensional supergravity. Mean-
while, the generalised Lie derivative tells us how the generalised metric should be parametrised
in spacetime, by interpreting the transformation rules it gives in the M-theory section in terms
of internal diffeomorphisms. For instance, one sees from (2.18) that with ∂s = 0
δΛMαβ = Λγ∂γMαβ + ∂αΛγMγβ + ∂βΛγMαγ + 2
7
∂γΛ
γMαβ ,
δΛMss = Λγ∂γMss − 12
7
∂γΛ
γMss .
(3.18)
which tells us that Mαβ transforms as a rank two tensor of weight 2/7 under internal diffeo-
morphisms whileMss is a scalar of weight −12/7, so that:
Mαβ = γ1/7γαβ , Mss = γ−6/7 . (3.19)
It is straightforward to check that after inserting this into the EFT action that one obtains the
correct action resulting from the 11-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert term, given by (3.8). This ver-
ification involves the scalar potential, the scalar kinetic terms and the external Ricci scalar. The
part of this calculation involving the external derivatives Dµ works almost automatically after
identifying the Kaluza-Klein vector Aµ
α with the α component of the vector Aµ
M , such that
the derivatives Dµ used in the EFT become those defined above in the splitting of supergravity.
Now we come to the form fields of EFT. The ones that appear with kinetic terms in the
action are Aµ
M , Bµν
αβs, Cµνρ
αβss. These are related to the Kaluza-Klein vector Aµ
α and the
redefined fields (3.12) by the following
Aµ
s ≡ 1
2
ǫαβC¯µαβ
Bµν
αs ≡ ǫαβC¯µνβ − 1
2
ǫγδA[µ
αC¯ν]γδ
Cµνρ
αβs ≡ ǫαβC¯µνρ − 21
2
ǫγδA[µ
αAν
βC¯ρ]γδ
(3.20)
These definitions are such that the field strength components are
Fµνα = Fµνα ,
Fµνs = 1
2
ǫαβF¯µναβ ,
Hµνραs = ǫαβF¯µνρβ ,
Jµνρσαβs = ǫαβF¯µνρσ .
(3.21)
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We can then straightforwardly write down the gauge kinetic terms of the EFT action, which in
this section and with the parametrisation (3.19) of the generalised metric are given by
− 1
4
γ1/7γαβFµναFµνβ − 1
4
γ1/7γ−1FµνsFµνs
− 1
12
γ2/7γ−1γαβHµνραsHµνρβs − 1
4 · 24γ
3/7γ−1γαγγβδJµνρσ [αβ]sJ µνρσ[γδ]s ,
(3.22)
and show that this automatically reduces to those of 11-dimensional supergravity, (3.14).
Similarly, one can show that we obtain the correct Chern-Simons term (3.17). The remain-
ing gauge fields that appear in EFT, which are a four-form, five-form and six-form are not
dynamical. The action must always be complemented by a self-duality relation that relates
p-form field strengths to their magnetic duals. This is a natural consequence of the formalism
where we have included both electric and magnetic descriptions in the action simultaneously.
3.4 Splitting of 10-dimensional type IIB supergravity
The (bosonic) (pseudo-)action of type IIB can be written as
S =
∫
d10x
√
G
(
R+
1
4
Gµˆνˆ∂µˆHαβ∂µˆHαβ − 1
12
HαβFˆµˆνˆραFˆ µˆνˆρβ − 1
480
Fˆµˆ1...µˆ5 Fˆ
µˆ1...µˆ5
)
+
1
24 · 144
∫
d10xǫαβǫ
µˆ1...µˆ10Cˆµˆ1µˆ2µˆ3µˆ4Fˆµˆ5µˆ6µˆ7
αFˆµˆ8µˆ9µˆ10
β .
(3.23)
This action must be accompanied by the duality relation for the self-dual five-form
Fˆµˆ1...µˆ5 =
1
5!
√
Gǫµˆ1...µˆ10 Fˆ
µˆ6...µˆ10 (3.24)
The field strengths themselves are written as
Fˆµˆνˆρ
α = 3∂[µˆCˆνˆρ]
α (3.25)
and
Fˆµˆ1...µˆ5 = 5∂[µˆ1Cˆµˆ2...µˆ5] + 5ǫαβCˆ[µˆ1µˆ2
αFˆµˆ3µˆ4µˆ5]
β (3.26)
We carry out a 9 + 1 split of the coordinates. In this section, we will denote the internal index
by s (for singlet), and the single internal metric component by φss ≡ φ. The metric then gives
the external metric, gµν , the Kaluza-Klein vector Aµ
s with field strength
Fµν
s = 2∂[µAν]
s − 2A[µs∂sAν]s . (3.27)
The scalars Hαβ are trivially reduced using the decomposition of the metric to give
+
1
4
gµνDµHαβDνHαβ + 1
4
φ−8/7∂sHαβ∂sHαβ . (3.28)
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From the two-form, using the standard trick involving contracting with EaˆµEaˆ
µˆ to obtain
appropriate decompositions of the forms, we find the components
C¯µs
α ≡ Cˆµsα ,
C¯µν
α ≡ Cˆµνα + 2A[µsCˆν]sα ,
(3.29)
so that the field strengths are
F¯µνs
α ≡ Fˆµνsα
= 2D[µC¯ν]s
α + ∂sC¯µν
α ,
F¯µνρ
α ≡ Fˆµνρα − 3A[µsFˆνρ]s
= 3D[µC¯νρ]
α − 3F[µνsC¯ρ]sα .
(3.30)
Note that the two-form doublet Cˆµν
α consists of the NSNS-two-form Bµν as its first component
and the RR-two-form Cµν as its second component. For the four-form one has similarly
C¯µνρs ≡ Cˆµνρs ,
C¯µνρσ ≡ Cˆµνρσ + 4A[µsCˆνρσ]s ,
(3.31)
with field strengths
F¯µνρσs ≡ Fˆµνρσs
= 4D[µC¯νρσ]s + ∂sC¯µνρσ + ǫαβ
(
2C¯s[µ
αF¯νρσ]
β + 3C¯[µνF¯ρσ]z
β
)
,
F¯µνρσλ ≡ Fˆµνρσλ − 5A[µsFˆνρσλ]s
= 5D[µC¯νρσλ] − 20F[µνsC¯ρσλ]s + 5ǫαβC¯[µν F¯ρσλ]β .
(3.32)
In terms of these objects, the duality relation becomes
F¯µνρσs =
1
5!
φ4/7g1/2ǫµνρσ
ν1...ν5F¯ν1...ν5 . (3.33)
These definitions lead to the following kinetic terms in the Lagrangian
− 1
4
φ8/7Fµν
sFµνs − 1
4
Hαβφ−6/7F¯µνsαF¯µνsβ − 1
12
Hαβφ2/7F¯µνραF¯µνρβ
− 1
96
φ4/7F¯µνρσsF¯
µνρσ
s − 1
480
φ4/7F¯µ1...µ5 F¯
µ1...µ5 .
(3.34)
Finally, consider the Chern-Simons term which can be written in one dimension higher as
− 1
5 · 24 · 144
∫
d11xǫαβǫ
µˆ1...µˆ11Fˆµˆ1µˆ2µˆ3
αFˆµˆ4µˆ5µˆ6
β5∂µˆ11 Cˆµˆ7µˆ8µˆ9µˆ10 =
− 1
5 · 24 · 144
∫
d11xǫαβǫ
µˆ1...µˆ11Fˆµˆ1µˆ2µˆ3
αFˆµˆ4µˆ5µˆ6
βFˆµˆ7µˆ8µˆ9µˆ11 .
(3.35)
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Under the split, this becomes
− 1
5 · 24 · 144
∫
d10xdyǫαβǫ
µ1...µ10
(
6F¯µ1µ2s
αF¯µ3µ4µ5
βF¯µ6...µ10 + 5F¯µ1µ2µ3
αF¯µ4µ5µ6
βF¯µ7...µ10s
)
.
(3.36)
3.5 The EFT/Type IIB dictionary
Now, we take our SL(2) × R+ EFT and impose the IIB section, ∂α = 0. The fields then
depend on the coordinates xµ and ys, which become the coordinates of 10-dimensional type IIB
supergravity in the 9 + 1 split we have described above.
The external metric can be immediately identified. The components of the generalised
metric are
Mαβ = φ−6/7Hαβ , Mss = φ8/7 . (3.37)
The Kaluza-Klein vector Aµ
s can be identified as the s component of the gauge field Aµ
M . One
can then verify the reduction of the scalar potential, scalar kinetic terms and external Ricci
scalar, and verify that they give the expected reduction of the Einstein-Hilbert term, (3.8) and
scalar kinetic terms (3.28). For completeness let us give here the parametrisation of Hαβ in
terms of τ = C0 + ie
−ϕ:
Hαβ = 1
τ2
(
1 τ1
τ1 |τ |2
)
= eϕ
(
1 C0
C0 C
2
0 + e
−2ϕ
)
. (3.38)
For the remaining forms, we need the following definitions
Aµ
α ≡ C¯µsα ,
Bµν
αs ≡ C¯µνα −A[µsC¯ν]sα ,
Cµνρ
αβs ≡ ǫαβC¯µνρ + 3C¯[µ|s|[αC¯νρ]β] + 4C¯[µ|s|αC¯ν|s|βAρ]s
Dµνρσ
αβss ≡ ǫαβC¯µνρσ + 6C¯[µν [αC¯ρ|s|β]Aσ]s ,
(3.39)
such that
Fµνs = Fµνs ,
Fµνα = F¯µνsα ,
Hµνραs = F¯µνρα ,
Jµνρσαβs = ǫαβF¯µνρσs ,
Kµνρσλαβss = ǫαβF¯µνρσλ .
(3.40)
The duality relation that one obtains from the EFT action by varying with respect to ∆Dµνρσ
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is (equation (2.12))
∂s
(
κ
2
ǫµ1...µ9ǫαβǫγδKµ5...µ9γδss − 2e
1
96
MssMαγMβδJ µ1...µ4γδs
)
= 0 (3.41)
Here κ is the overall coefficient of the topological term (2.10). After some manipulation one
sees that this is consistent with the duality relation imposed in supergravity, given in (3.33), if
κ =
2
5! · 96 , (3.42)
which is satisfied by our coefficients.
The kinetic terms of the EFT action are in this parametrisation given by
− 1
4
φ8/7FµνsFµνs − 1
4
Hαβφ−6/7FµναFµνβ − 1
12
Hαβφ2/7HµνραsHµνρβs
− 1
96
φ4/7HαγHβδJµνρσ [αβ]sJ µνρσ[γδ]s .
(3.43)
Using the above definitions, we find that the first line of this (involving just the Kaluza-Klein
vector and the components of the two-form) matches exactly the first line of (3.34). Before
discussing the remaining term, we first consider the Chern-Simons term. It is convenient in the
IIB section to rewrite this using the Bianchi identities (A.21) given in the appendix. Then the
topological term as given in the form (A.22) can be written as
κ
∫
d10xdyǫµ1...µ10
1
4
ǫαβǫγδ
(
Dµ1
(
Jµ2...µ5αβsKµ6...µ10γδss
)
+ 4Fµ1µ2αHµ3µ4µ5βsKµ6...µ10γδss +
10
3
Hµ1µ2µ3αsHµ4µ5µ6βsJµ7...µ10γδs
)
.
(3.44)
The last two lines here give exactly the Chern-Simons term (3.36).
The remaining terms give kinetic terms for the field strength. The terms that one ob-
tains differ from those that one obtains from a decomposition of the IIB pseudo-action by a
multiplicative factor of 2, that is the EFT gives
− 1
48
φ4/7F¯µνρσsF¯
µνρσ
s − 1
240
φ4/7F¯µ1...µ5F¯
µ1...µ5 , (3.45)
to be compared with the coefficients of 1/96 and 1/480 in (3.34). This is as expected due to
the use of the self-duality relation which is an equation of motion for the gauge field Dµνρσ . In
ten dimensions one has the normalisation 14
1
5!(F5)
2 for the five-form field strength instead of the
standard 12
1
5! due to the fact that there are unphysical degrees of freedom which are eliminated
by the self-duality relation after varying the IIB action. Here we see only the physical half after
using the self-duality relation in the EFT action. The upshot is that strictly speaking the EFT
is only equivalent to IIB at the level of the equations of motion, as would be expected given
that the IIB action is only a pseudo-action.
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3.6 Summary
The above results display the mapping between the fields of the SL(2) × R+ EFT and those
of supergravity in a certain Kaluza-Klein-esque split. It is straightforward to relate this back
directly to the fields in 11- and 10-dimensions themselves.
For M-theory, one has for the degrees of freedom coming from the spacetime metric, with
the Kaluza-Klein vector Aµ
α = γαβGµβ ,
Hαβ = γ−1/2γαβ ,
Mss = γ−6/7 ,
gµν = γ
1/7
(
Gµν − γαβAµαAνβ
)
,
Aµ
s =
1
2
ǫαβCˆµαβ ,
Bµν
α,s = ǫαβCˆµνβ +
1
2
ǫβγA[µ
αCˆν]βγ ,
Cµνρ
αβ,s = ǫαβ
(
Cˆµνρ − 3A[µγCˆνρ]γ + 2A[µγAν]δCˆργδ
)
.
(3.46)
The inverse relationships, giving the 11-dimensional fields in terms of those in our EFT are
γ = (Mss)−7/6 ,
γαβ = Hαβ (Mss)−7/12 ,
Gµν = gµν (Mss)1/6 + γαβAµαAνβ ,
Cˆµαβ = Aµ
sǫαβ ,
Cˆµνα = ǫαβ
(
−Bµνβ,s +A[µβAν]s
)
Cˆµνρ = ǫαβ
(
1
2
Cµνρ
αβ,s +A[µ
αAν
βAρ]
s − 3A[µαBνρ]β,s
)
.
(3.47)
Similarly, for IIB we have, with φ ≡ φss and the Kaluza-Klein vector Aµs = φ−1Gµs
Mss = φ8/7 ,
gµν = φ
1/7 (Gµν − φAµsAνs) ,
Aµ
α = Cˆµs
α ,
Bµν
α,s = Cˆµν
α +A[µ
sCˆν]s
α ,
Cµνρ
αβ,s = ǫαβCˆµνρs + 3Cˆ[µ|s|
[αCˆνρ]
β] − 2Cˆ[µ|sαCˆν|s|βAρ]s ,
Dµνρσ
αβ,ss = ǫαβ
(
Cˆµνρσ + 4A[µ
sCˆνρσ]s
)
+ 6Cˆ[µν
[αCˆρ|s|
β]Aσ]
s ,
(3.48)
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and
φ = (Mss)7/8 ,
Gµν = (Mss)−1/8 gµν + (Mss)7/8AµsAνs ,
Cˆµs
α = Aµ
α ,
Cˆµν
α = Bµν
α,s −A[µsAν]α ,
Cˆµνρs =
1
2
ǫαβ
(
Cµνρ
αβ,s − 3A[µ[αBνρ]β],s −A[µαAνβAρ]s
)
,
Cˆµνρσ =
1
2
ǫαβ
(
Dµνρσ
αβ,ss + 6B[µν
α,sAρ
βAσ]
s − 4A[µsCνρσ]αβ,s
)
.
(3.49)
4 Relationship to F-theory
In the previous section, we have given the detailed rules for showing the equivalence of the
SL(2)×R+ EFT to both 11-dimensional supergravity and 10-dimensional type IIB supergravity.
Let us now elaborate on the connection to F-theory, rather than just type IIB supergravity.
What is F-theory? Primarily we will take F-theory to be a 12-dimensional lift of IIB su-
pergravity that provides a geometric perspective on the SL(2) duality symmetry 7. It provides
a framework for describing (non-perturbative) IIB vacua with varying τ , in particular it is
natural to think of sevenbrane backgrounds as monodromies of τ under the action of SL(2).
Equivalently, there is a process for deriving non-perturbative IIB vacua from M-theory compact-
ifications to a dimension lower. Crucially, singularities of the 12-dimensional space are related
to D7-branes. We take this duality with M-theory to be the second key property of F-theory.
Let us now briefly comment on how these two properties are realised here before expanding in
detail. We usually view the 12-dimensional space of F-theory as consisting of a torus fibration
of 10-dimensional IIB. The group of large diffeomorphisms on the torus is then viewed as a
geometric realisation of the SL(2) S-duality of IIB.
In the SL(2) × R+ EFT a similar picture arises. This is because we take the group of
large generalised diffeomorphisms acting on the extended space to give the SL(2) × R+ dual-
ity group. See [59–65] for progress on understanding the geometry of these large generalised
diffeomorphisms.
The EFT is subject to a single constraint equation, the section condition, with two inequiv-
alent solutions. One solution of the constraint leads to M-theory or at least 11-dimensional
supergravity, and one leads to F-theory. Thus SL(2)× R+ EFT is a single 12-dimensional the-
ory containing both 11-dimensional supergravity and F-theory, allowing us to naturally realise
the M-theory / F-theory duality.
If we choose the IIB section, we can interpret any solutions as being 12-dimensional but
with at least two isometries in the 12-dimensional space. These two isometries lead to the
2-dimensional fibration which in F-theory consists of a torus.
Finally, the fact that the generalised diffeomorphisms, not ordinary diffeomorphisms, play
7We thank Cumrun Vafa for discussions on how one should think of F-theory.
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the key role here also allows one to use the section condition to “dimensionally reduce” the
12-dimensional SL(2) × R+ to 10-dimensional IIB (as well as 11-dimensional supergravity) as
explained in section 3. This explicitly shows how F-theory, interpreted as the SL(2)×R+ EFT,
can be a 12-dimensional theory, yet reduce to the correct 11-dimensional and IIB supergravity
fields.
4.1 M-theory/F-theory duality
Before looking at the specifics of the SL(2) × R+ EFT, let us discuss in general how duality
works in exceptional field theories or indeed double field theory. First consider the most familiar
case of T-duality and how it comes about in DFT. The origin of T-duality is the ambiguity in
identifying the d-dimensional spacetime embedded in the 2d-dimensional doubled space. For
the most generic DFT background that obeys the section condition constraint there is no T-
duality. The section condition eliminates the dependence of the generalised metric on half the
coordinates and so there is unique choice of how one identifies the d-dimensional spacetime
embedding in the 2d-doubled space.
However if there is an isometry then there is only a dependence on d− 1 coordinates. Thus
what we identify as the d-dimensional spacetime is ambiguous. This ambiguity is T-duality.
(Note, even though DFT has a manifest O(d, d;R) local symmetry this should not be confused
with the global O(n, n;Z) T-duality which only occurs when compactifying on a T n.)
One has a similar situation in EFT but with some differences. In DFT a solution to the
section condition will always provide a d-dimensional space. In EFT a solution to the Ed(d)
section condition will provide either a d-dimensional space or a (d− 1)-dimensional space (where
crucially the d − 1 solution is not a subspace of the d-dimensional space). The two solutions
are distinct (and not related by any element of Ed(d)). The d-dimensional solution is associated
to the M-theory description and the (d− 1)-dimensional solution is associated to the type IIB
description.
A completely generic solution that solves the section condition will be in one set or the other
and one will be able to label it as an M or IIB solution. However, if there are two isometries
in the M-theory solution then again we have an ambiguity and one will be able interpret the
solution in terms of IIB section with one isometry. This ambiguity gives the F-theory/M-theory
duality. It is the origin of how M-theory on a torus is equivalent to IIB on a circle [49]. Thus in
summary the F/M-duality is an ambiguity in the identification of spacetime that occurs when
there are two isometries in an M-theory solution.
So the simplest case is where the eleven dimensional space is a M9 × T 2 and we take the
2-torus to have complex structure τ and volume V . The reinterpretation in terms of a IIB
section solution (which requires a single circle isometry) is given by:
RIIB9 = V
−3/4 (4.1)
where RIIB9 is the radius of the IIB circle. This exactly recovers the well known M/IIB duality
relations [49].
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Let us now further study the M-theory / F-theory duality with the following simple Ansatz.
Consider the 9-dimensional space to be of the form
ds2(9) = ds
2
(1,2) + ds
2
(6) , (4.2)
where ds2(6) is the metric on some internal 6-dimensional manifold B6 and ds
2
(1,2) is the metric of
an effective three-dimensional theory. We will consider the case where yα parameterise a torus,
as in F-theory. If for simplicity we ignore the one-form gauge potential Aµ
M then using (3.47)
we see that the M-theory section has the following metric
ds2(11) = (Mss)1/6 ds2(1,2) +
[
(Mss)1/6 ds2(6) + (Mss)−7/12Hαβdyαdyβ
]
. (4.3)
The internal manifold takes the form of a T 2-fibration over B6. In the IIB section we instead
have the Einstein-frame metric
ds2(10) =
[
(Mss)−1/8 ds2(1,2) + (Mss)7/8 (dys)2
]
+ (Mss)−1/8 ds2(6) . (4.4)
This is precisely the four-dimensional effective theory with six-dimensional internal space that
we expect from F-theory, with the fourth direction ys becoming “large” in the small-volume
limit, here given by Mss → ∞. The dilaton and C0 profile are given by Hαβ and are at this
point arbitrary.
Let us mention another example of this M-theory / IIB relationship which will be important
to us later. Consider M-theory with a three-form Cˆtx1x2 . It is easy to show from the dictionary
(3.46) – (3.49) that in IIB this leads to a 4-form tangential to the 4-dimensional spacetime
Cˆtx1x2s.
4.2 Sevenbranes
In F-theory, a vital role is played by backgrounds containing sevenbranes. In this subsection we
discuss some features of how one may view sevenbranes and their singularities in the context of
the SL(2)× R+ EFT.
Sevenbrane solutions of type IIB supergravity have non-trivial metric and scalar fields τ .
From the point of view of EFT, all of these degrees of freedom are contained within the metric
gµν and the generalised metricMMN . Thus we may specify entirely a sevenbrane background
by giving these objects. In the below, we will use the notation
ds2(9) = gµνdx
µdxν , ds2(3) =Mαβdyαdyβ +Mss(dys)2 , (4.5)
to specify the solutions. It is not obvious that one should view the generalised metric as
providing a notion of line element on the extended space, so in a sense this is primarily a
convenient shorthand for expression the solutions.
We consider a sevenbrane which is extended along six of the “external directions”, denoted
~x6, and along y
s which appears in the extended space. The remaining coordinates are time and
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the coordinates transverse to the brane which we take to be (r, θ) polar coordinates. In this
language, the harmonic function of the brane is H ≈ h ln[r0/r].8 The solution can be specified
by
ds2(9) = −dt2 + d~x 2(6) +H
(
dr2 + r2dθ2
)
ds2(3) = H
−1
[
(dy1)2 + 2hθdy1dy2 +K(dy2)2
]
+ (dys)2
Aµ
M = 0 , K = H2 + h2θ2 .
(4.6)
If one goes around this solution in the transverse space changing θ = 0 to θ = 2π the 2 × 2
blockMαβ goes to
M→ ΩTMΩ (4.7)
where the monodromy Ω is an element of SL(2) and is given by
Ω =
(
1 2πh
0 1
)
. (4.8)
Reducing this solution to the IIB section gives the D7-brane. By using (3.49) one can extract
the torus metric Hαβ and the scalar φ of the 10 = 9 + 1 split. From Hαβ one then obtains the
axio-dilaton, i.e. C0 and e
ϕ. The external metric is composed with φ to give the 10-dimensional
solution
ds2(10) = −dt2 + d~x 2(6) +H
(
dr2 + r2dθ2
)
+ (dys)2
C0 = hθ , e
2ϕ = H−2
(4.9)
which is the D7-brane. Exchanging y1 and y2 and flipping the sign of the off-diagonal term
(this is an SL(2) transformation of the Mαβ block) leads to a solution which reduces to the
S7-brane. On the M-theory section the solution (4.6) corresponds to a smeared KK-monopole
which can be written as
ds2(11) = −dt2 + d~x 2(6) +H
(
dr2 + r2dθ2 + (dy1)2
)
+H−1
[
dy2 + hθdy1
]2
. (4.10)
To see this more clearly, consider the usual KK-monopole in M-theory, which has three trans-
verse and one isometric direction, the Hopf fibre. If this solution is smeared over one of the
transverse directions to give another isometric direction one arrives at the above solution (where
(r, θ) are transverse and (y1, y2) are isometric). Therefore the M/IIB-duality between smeared
monopole and sevenbrane relates the first Chern class of the Hopf fibration to the monodromy
of the codimension-2 object.
We have now seen how the SL(2) doublet of D7 and S7 is a smeared monopole with its
two isometric direction along the yα in the extended space. This can be generalized to give
pq-sevenbranes in the IIB picture where the isometric directions of the smeared monopole cor-
respond to the p- and q-cycles. The external metric is the same as above, the generalized metric
8In the EFT point of view, one can consider the sevenbrane as having the form of a generalised monopole
solution of the form given in section 5.2, after smearing on one of the transverse directions. In this case r0 is a
cut-off that is introduced in this process and is related to the codimension-2 nature of the solution, i.e. we expect
it to be valid only up to some r0 as the solution is not asymptotically flat.
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now reads
ds2(3) =
H−1
p2 + q2
{[
p2H2 + (phθ − q)2] (dy1)2 + [(p+ qhθ)2 + q2H2] (dy2)2
− 2 [(p2 − q2)hθ + pq(K − 1)] dy1dy2}+ (dys)2 . (4.11)
The two extrema are p = 0 which gives the D7 and q = 0 which gives the S7.
As for all codimension-2 objects, a single D7-brane should not be considered on its own.
To get a finite energy density, a configuration of multiple sevenbranes needs to be considered.
Introducing the complex coordinate z on the two-dimensional transverse space, such a multi-
sevenbrane solution in EFT reads
ds2(9) = −dt2 + d~x 2(6) + τ2|f |2dzdz¯
ds2(3) =
1
τ2
[|τ |2(dy1)2 + 2τ1dy1dy2 + (dy2)2]+ (dys)2 (4.12)
where all the tensor fields still vanish. Instead of specifying a harmonic function on the trans-
verse space, we now have the holomorphic functions τ(z) and f(z). Their poles on the z-plane
correspond to the location of the sevenbranes [68,69]. One usually takes
τ = j−1
(
P (z)
Q(z)
)
, (4.13)
where P (z) and Q(z) are polynomials in z. The roots of Q(z) will give singularities, which in
the IIB section give the locations of the sevenbranes. The configuration in this case consists of
the metric
ds2(10) = −dt2 + d~x 2(6) + dy2s + τ2|f |2dzdz¯ (4.14)
together with the scalar fields encoded by τ . Meanwhile in the M-theory section, one finds a
purely metric background,
ds2(11) = −dt2 + d~x 2(6) + τ2|f |2dzdz¯ + τ2(dy1)2 +
1
τ2
(
dy2 + τ1dy
1
)2
. (4.15)
This retains the singularities at the roots of Q, at which τ2 → i∞.
A crucial point about singularities in F-theory is that they are seen as an origin for non-
abelian gauge symmetries. These arise from branes wrapping vanishing cycles at the singulari-
ties. At this point we will not examine the details of this for our SL(2)×R+ EFT but instead we
can point to interesting recent work in DFT. The authors of [70] construct the full nonabelian
gauge enhanced theory in DFT corresponding to the bosonic string at the self-dual point. One
would hope that one could apply a simlar construction to produce a gauge enhanced EFT with
non-abelian massless degrees of freedom coming from wrapped states on vanishing cycles.
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5 Solutions
In this section, we discuss the embedding of supergravity solutions into the SL(2) × R+ EFT,
in particular showing how one can use the EFT form of a configuration to relate 11- and 10-
dimensional solutions.
5.1 Membranes, strings and waves
In higher rank EFT constructions, and double field theory, the fundamental string and the M2
solutions appear as generalised wave solutions in the extended space [71]. This applies in the
case when all worldvolume spatial directions of these branes lie in the extended space. In this
subsection, we will describe first the form of such solutions in the SL(2) × R+ EFT, and then
also look at the case where the extended space is transverse to an M2.
5.1.1 Waves in extended space
The first family of solutions we are considering can be thought of as a null wave in EFT.9 This
can be reinterpreted on a solution of the section condition as branes whose worldvolume spatial
directions are wholly contained in the extended space. We denote the spatial coordinates of the
external space by ~x8, which become the transverse directions of the supergravity solutions. The
harmonic function that appears is H = 1 + h|~x(8)|6
, h a constant. As the fields only depend on
~x(8) the section condition (2.1) is automatically satisfied. The external metric and the one-form
field for this set of solutions are
ds2(9) = H
1/7
[
−H−1dt2 + d~x 2(8)
]
At
M = −(H−1 − 1)aM .
(5.1)
Here aM is a unit vector in the extended space which – depending on its orientation – distin-
guishes between the different solutions in this family. For aM = δMs , i.e. a wave propagating
along ys, the generalized metric is
ds2(3) = H
−6/7
[
δαβdy
αdyβ +H2(dys)2
]
. (5.2)
Upon a reduction to the M-theory section this corresponds to a membrane (M2) stretched along
y1 and y2. On the IIB section one obtains a pp-wave propagating along ys . In other words, a
membrane wrapping the two internal directions is a wave from a IIB point of view.
Explicitly, one sees that the internal two-metric γαβ of the 11 = 9 + 2 split of M-theory
together with its determinant can be extracted from the above line element with the help of
9To properly think of a given solution as being a wave carrying momentum in a particular direction of the
extended space, one should construct the conserved charges associated to generalised diffeomorphism invariance,
as has been done in the DFT case [72–74].
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(3.19) as
γαβ = H
−2/3δαβ , γ = H
−4/3 . (5.3)
Using the dictionary (3.47) we obtain the membrane solution
ds2(11) = H
−2/3
[
−dt2 + δαβdyαdyβ
]
+H1/3d~x 2(8)
Cty1y2 = −(H−1 − 1) .
(5.4)
A similar procedure on the IIB section using (3.37) and (3.49) leads to the pp-wave. This time
the EFT vector At
s yields the KK-vector in the 10 = 9 + 1 split, and one gets the pp-wave
metric
ds2(10) = −H−1dt2 +H
[
dys − (H−1 − 1)dt]2 + d~x 2(8) . (5.5)
If on the other hand the solution (5.2) is oriented along one of the yα, say y1 and thus aM = δM1 ,
the corresponding generalized metric is
ds2(3) = H
9/14
[
H1/2(dy1)2 +H−1/2(dy2)2 +H−3/2(dys)2
]
. (5.6)
This now corresponds to a fundamental string on the IIB section. The opposite orientation, i.e.
aM = δM2 and swapping y
1 and y2 in MMN , gives the D1-brane. The reduction is performed
as explained above, resulting in the 10-dimensional solutions
ds2(10) = H
−3/4
[−dt2 + (dys)2]+H1/4d~x 2(8)
F1 : Bts = −(H−1 − 1)
D1 : Cts = −(H−1 − 1)
e2ϕ = H∓1 .
(5.7)
Here e2ϕ is the string theory dilaton. The fundamental string comes with the minus sign in the
dilaton and couples to the NSNS-two-form Btys . The D-string has the plus sign in the dilaton
and couples to the RR-two-form Ctys .
On the M-theory section the solution (5.6) corresponds to a pp-wave propagating along y1
or y2. Thus the SL(2) doublet of F1 and D1 is a wave along the yα directions in the extended
space. This can be generalized to give the pq-string in the IIB picture by orienting the wave in
a superposition of the two yα directions like py
1+qy2√
p2+q2
. Then the direction vector is given by
aM =
1√
p2 + q2


p
q
0

 (5.8)
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and the generalized metric for this configuration is
ds2(3) = H
9/14
{
H−1/2
p2 + q2
[
(p2H + q2)(dy1)2 + 2pq(H − 1)dy1dy2
+(p2 + q2H)(dy2)2
]
+H−3/2(dys)2
} (5.9)
which reduces to the F1 for q = 0 and the D1 for p = 0. On the M-theory section this now
corresponds to a wave propagating in a superposition of the two internal directions.
The solutions (5.2), (5.6) and (5.9) form a family which all look the same from the external
point of view and only differ in the generalised metric (and the corresponding orientation in
the extended space via aM ). The EFT wave solutions therefore nicely combines the membrane
solution of M-theory and the F1, D1 and pq-string solutions of IIB into a single mode propagating
in the extended space.
5.1.2 M2 and D3
We have now seen an M2-brane wrapping the yα space maps to a pp-wave in the IIB theory. In
this case, as we mentioned, the worldvolume directions were aligned within the extended space
and in particular this meant that we automatically had isometries in these directions.
Now instead consider an M2-brane extending on two of the external directions plus time, so
that its worldvolume extends along t and ~x(2). From the general considerations of the previous
section, we expect this to get mapped to a D3-brane along the t, ~x(2) and y
s directions. Let’s
see this explicitly. In these coordinates, the supergravity solution of the M2-brane is given by
ds2(11) = H
−2/3
[
−dt2 + d~x 2(2)
]
+H1/3
[
d~w 2(6) + δαβdy
αdyβ
]
Cˆtx1x2 = −(H−1 − 1) .
(5.10)
The harmonic function is a function of the transverse coordinates H = H(~w(6), y
α). We take
the yα to be compact so that the harmonic function must be periodic in y1 and y2. With respect
to the 9-dimensional theory, the dependence on the yα coordinates gives rise to massive fields
with masses inversely proportional to the volume of the yα space. In the usual “F-theory limit”
where this volume is taken to zero, we can thus ignore the dependence on y1 and y2 and smear
the solution over the yα space. Using the dictionary (3.46), we see that as an EFT solution this
would correspond to
ds2(9) = H
−4/7
[
−dt2 + d~x 2(2)
]
+H3/7d~w 2(6)
ds2(3) = H
3/7δαβdy
αdyβ +H−4/7(dys)2
Ctx1x2
[αβ]s = ǫαβCˆtx1x2 .
(5.11)
We find that on the IIB section this corresponds to a D3-brane wrapped on the 4-dimensional
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spacetime ds2(4) = −dt2 + d~x 2(2) + (dys)2, as one would expect. In particular, we have
ds2(10) = H
−1/2
[
−dt2 + d~x 2(2) + (dys)2
]
+H1/2d~w 2(6)
Cˆtx1x2s = −(H−1 − 1) , eϕ = 1 .
(5.12)
5.2 Fivebranes and monopoles
Similar to the relation between generalized null waves, strings and membranes above, the soli-
tonic fivebrane and the M5 solutions can be seen to appear as generalised monopole solutions
in the extended space [75], in the case where the special isometry direction of the monopole lies
in the extended space. We will first review this case, and then give the other solutions in which
one obtains M5 branes (partially) wrapping the internal space.
5.2.1 Monopole in extended space
The first set of solutions we consider takes the form of a monopole structure (Hopf fibration) in
the extended space, so as stated above the special isometric direction of the monopole is one of
the YM . The coordinates on the external space are denoted xµ = (t, ~x(5), ~w(3)). The harmonic
function is H = 1 + h|~w(3)|
(satisfying the section condition) and the field configuration of the
common sector is
ds2(9) = H
−1/7
[
−dt2 + d~x 2(5) +Hd~w 2(3)
]
Ai
M = Aia
M , 2∂[iAj] = ǫij
k∂kH .
(5.13)
Here Ai is the magnetic potential obtained by dualising the 6-form Ftx1...x5
M = −(H−1− 1)aM
(and wi with i = 1, 2, 3 are the transverse coordinates). As for the EFT wave, the unit vector
aM distinguishes between the solutions in this family by specifying the isometric direction. If
the monopole is oriented along ys and therefore aM = δMs , the generalized metric is
ds2(3) = H
6/7
[
δαβdy
αdyβ +H−2(dys)2
]
. (5.14)
This corresponds to a fivebrane (M5) on the M-theory section. Note that the fivebrane is
smeared over two of its transverse directions. Using the dictionary (3.47), the internal two-
metric extracted from this generalized metric combines with the external metric to give an
11-dimensional solution with the Ciy1y2 component of the M-theory three-form provided by
Ai
s. This can be dualised to give the six-form the fivebrane couples to electrically. The full
solution reads
ds2(11) = H
−1/3
[
−dt2 + d~x 2(5)
]
+H2/3d~w 2(3)
Ciy1y2 = Ai , Ctx1...x5 = −(H−1 − 1) .
(5.15)
If on the other hand (5.14) is considered on the IIB section, one obtains the KK-monopole in
ten dimensions via (3.49) where the KK-vector for the 10 = 9 + 1 split is encoded in Ai
s. The
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10-dimensional solution is given by
ds2(10) = −dt2 + d~x 2(5) +H−1
[
dys +Aidw
i
]2
+Hd~w 2(3) . (5.16)
The alternative choice for the isometric direction of the EFT monopole is one of the yα, say
y1 and thus aM = δM1 , the corresponding generalized metric is
ds2(3) = H
−9/14
[
H−1/2(dy1)2 +H1/2(dy2)2 +H3/2(dys)2
]
. (5.17)
This is the solitonic fivebrane (NS5) in the IIB picture. Note again that the resulting fivebrane
is smeared over one of its transverse directions which corresponds to the isometric direction of
the monopole. One can also pick the opposite choice for aM , i.e. aM = δM2 , which gives the
D5-brane. The reduction procedure should be clear by now, the 10-dimensional solution is
ds2(10) = H
−1/4
[
−dt2 + d~x 2(5)
]
+H3/4
[
d~w 2(3) + (dy
s)2
]
NS5 : Bis = Ai Btx1...x5 = −(H−1 − 1)
D5 : Cis = Ai Ctx1...x5 = −(H−1 − 1)
e2ϕ = H±1
(5.18)
where the NS5 couples to the NSNS-B-fields and takes the positive sign in the dilaton while the
D5 couples to the RR-C-fields and takes the negative sign in the dilaton. So the SL(2) doublet
of NS5 and D5 is a monopole with its isometric direction along the yα in the extended space.
On the M-theory section the solution (5.17) is a KK-monopole with its isometric direction along
one of the two internal dimensions.
As for the EFT wave, this can be generalized to give the pq-fivebrane of the IIB picture by
having the isometric direction in a superposition of the two yα directions like py
1+qy2√
p2+q2
. Then
the aM is given again by (5.8) and the generalized metric for this configuration is
ds2(3) = H
−9/14
{
H1/2
p2 + q2
[
(p2H−1 + q2)(dy1)2 + 2pq(H−1 − 1)dy1dy2
+(p2 + q2H−1)(dy2)2
]
+H3/2(dys)2
}
.
(5.19)
For q = 0 this is the NS5 and for p = 0 this gives the D5 (both smeared). On the M-theory
section this now corresponds to a KK-monopole with its isometric direction in a superposition
of the two internal directions.
The EFT monopole combines the fivebrane solution of M-theory and the NS5, D5 and
pq-fivebrane solutions of IIB into a single monopole structure with isometric direction in the
extended space.
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5.2.2 M5 wrapped on internal space
In the above we saw that M5-branes oriented completely along the external nine directions lead
to KK-monopoles in the IIB picture. Let us now also study M5-branes (partially) wrapping
the yα space. We consider the setup in section 4.1 where our external spacetime consists of a
3-dimensional part containing time and with spatial coordinates ~x(2) and a 6-dimensional part
denoted B6.
Let us begin with an M5-brane wrapping both y1 and y2, as well as wrapping a 2-cycle
Σ2 in B6 (along the two directions ~z(2)) and being extended along t and x
1. This gives a D3-
brane extended along t, x1 and wrapping the 2-cycle Σ2, as expected. The 12-dimensional EFT
solution to which this corresponds is given by
ds2(9) = H
−3/7
[
−dt2 + (dx1)2 + d~z 2(2)
]
+H4/7
[
(dx2)2 + d~w 2(4)
]
,
ds2(3) = H
−2/21δαβdy
αdyβ +H4/7(dys)2 ,
(5.20)
with non-trivial gauge field Cµνρ
[αβ]s. On the M-theory section this gives rise to the solution
ds2(11) = H
−1/3
[
−dt2 + (dx1)2 + δαβdyαdyβ + d~z 2(2)
]
+H2/3
[
(dx2)2 + d~w 2(4)
]
, (5.21)
with 3-form Cˆ3 which couples magnetically to the M5. In the IIB section we find the expected
D4-brane
ds2(10) = H
−1/2
[
−dt2 + (dx1)2 + d~z 2(2)
]
+H1/2
[
(dys)2 + (dx2)2 + d~w 2(4)
]
, (5.22)
with magnetic 4-form Cˆµνρs =
(
Cˆ3
)
µνρ
and all other fields vanishing.
We can also consider an M5-brane which wraps a closed 3-cycle Σ3 of B6 as well as one of
the yα. In the IIB picture this should correspond to a NS5-brane or D5-brane, for α = 1 or 2.
Let us denote the coordinates on B6 as ~z(3) for the Σ3 and ~w(3) for the other three coordinates.
The explicit EFT solution is given by
ds2(9) = H
−2/7
[
−dt2 + (dx1)2 + d~z 2(3)
]
+H5/7
[
(dx2)2 + d~w 2(3)
]
,
ds2(3) = H
−2/7(dy1)2 +H5/7(dy2)2 +H−2/7(dys)2 ,
(5.23)
and gauge field Bµν
αs = ǫαβCˆµνβ where Cˆµνα will be specified shortly. As for the M2/D3
case, we can in the zero-volume limit take the harmonic functions to be smeared across the y1
direction. On the M-theory section this gives the expected M5-brane
ds2(11) = H
−1/3
[
−dt2 + (dx1)2 + (dy1)2 + d~z 2(3)
]
+H2/3
[
(dx2)2 + d~w 2(3) + (dy
s)2
]
. (5.24)
The gauge field has only non-zero components Cˆzizjy2 , where i = 1, . . . , 3. On the other hand,
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on the IIB section we obtain a D5-brane along t, x1 and wrapping ys as well as Σ3
ds2(10) = H
−1/4
[
−dt2 + (dx1)2 + (dys)2 + d~z 2(3)
]
+H3/4
[
(dx2)2 + d~w 2(3)
]
. (5.25)
The 6-form gauge field is then the dual to Cˆzizj = Cˆzizjy2 and we find a D5-brane. By an SL(2)
transformations we can also obtain NS5-branes this way.
5.3 Comment on higher rank duality
We saw above that the solutions described in section 5.1 in which one had waves in the extended
space (corresponding to F1, D1 and M2 totally wrapping the internal space) essentially split
into two categories, depending on whether the vector aM giving the wave’s direction pointed
in the yα or ys directions. These different solutions were not related by duality.10 However,
in higher rank duality groups one finds that all branes whose worldvolumes are only spatially
extended in the internal space are unified into a single solution of the EFT [50, 75]. Similarly,
as one increases the rank of the duality group considered, various of the M2 and M5 brane
solutions will be unified as more of the worldvolume directions fall into the internal space.
Thus, families of these solutions appear in a unified manner. With this lesson learned, one may
hope that studying F-theory compactifications in bigger EFTs may allow one to more easily
consider complicated set-ups.
6 Conclusions and outlook
We are aware that the approach of most practitioners in F-theory that has yielded so much
success over a number of years has been through algebraic geometry. It is doubtful if the presence
of this action can help in those areas where the algebraic geometry has been so powerful. We
do hope though that it may provide some complementary techniques given that we now have a
description in terms of 12-dimensional degrees of freedom equipped with an action to determine
their dynamics.
One question people have tried to answer is the theory on a D3-brane when τ varies. This
might be computable in this formalism using a Goldstone mode type analysis similar to that
in [71] where a Goldstone mode analysis was used to determine string and brane effective actions
in DFT and EFT.
A useful result from this formalism would be to show why elliptic Calabi-Yau are good
solutions to the 12-dimensional theory. This would likely involve the construction of the su-
persymmetric version of the SL(2) × R+ EFT in order to study the generalised Killing spinor
equation.
Another interesting area of investigation would be the Heterotic/type II duality, where we
should then consider EFT on a K3 background and relate this to Heterotic DFT [53,77].
10 However they can be related by a Z2 transformation on the generalised metric and the extended coordinates
as in [76]. This transformation maps the common NS-NS sector of type IIA / IIB into each other and would thus
allow us to map the generalised metric containing the membrane into the F1-string in IIB.
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An interesting consequence of this work is that it shows how F-theory fits into a general
picture of EFT with various Ed(d) groups. One might be then be inspired to consider far more
general backgrounds with higher dimensional fibres and with monodromies in Ed(d) and so one
would not just have sevenbranes but more exotic objects (of the type described in [78]). In fact
this idea appeared early in the F-theory literature [6]. More recent work in this direction has
appeared where one takes the fibre to be K3 and then one has a U-duality group act on the
K3 [79–81] in a theory sometimes called G-theory. Further, the dimensional reduction of EFTs
has now been examined in some detail and in particular one can make use of Scherk-Schwarz
type reductions that yield gauged supergravities [28,51–54,82–89]. This shows that one should
perhaps consider more general type of reduction than the simple fibrations described here. This
means one could consider Scherk-Schwarz type reductions on the F-theory torus. This makes
no sense from the IIB perspective but it does from the point of view of the SL(2) × R+ EFT.
A futher quite radical notion would be the EFT version of a T-fold where we only have a
local choice of section so that the space is not globally described by IIB or M-theory. One could
have a monodromy such that as one goes round a one-cycle in nine dimensions and then flips
between the IIB section and M-theory section. This would exchange a wrapped membrane in
the M-theory section with a momentum mode IIB section just as a T-fold swaps a wrapped
string with a momentum mode. Note, this is not part of the SL(2)×R+ duality group and thus
is not a U-fold. This is simply because with two isometries one has a Z2 choice of section that
one can then twist.
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A Cartan calculus, tensor hierarchy and the topological term
The field content of exceptional field theories include in addition to the external metric and
generalised metric a sequence of forms transforming under various representations of SL(2)×R+.
These constitute the tensor hierarchy of EFT (similar to that of gauged supergravity [55, 56]).
As well as being forms with respect to the “external” directions xµ, one may think of these
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fields as providing an analogue of forms from the point of view of the extended space. In this
appendix we discuss the definitions and properties of these fields.
A.1 Cartan calculus
Here we summarise the “Cartan calculus” relevant for the SL(2)×R+ EFT, discussed in [36,40],
in order to introduce our conventions. The form fields that we consider are valued in various
representations, A(1/7), B(2/7), . . . of SL(2) × R+. We list these in table 1. The value w in
brackets is the weight under generalised Lie derivatives.
Module(w) Representations Gauge field Field strength
A(1/7) 21 ⊕ 1−1 Aα ⊕As Fα ⊕Fs
B(2/7) 20 B
α,s Hα,s
C(3/7) 11 C
αβ,s J αβ,s
D(4/7) 10 D
αβ,ss Kαβ,ss
E(5/7) 21 E
γ,αβ,ss Lγ,αβ,ss
F(6/7) 20 ⊕ 12 Fα ⊕ Fs –
Table 1: Modules, gauge fields and field strengths relevant for the tensor hierarchy and
their representations under SL(2) × R+. The subscript denotes the weight under the R+.
w denotes the weights of the elements of the module under the generalised Lie derivative.
Given these representations, the key ingredients of the Cartan calculus are then a nilpotent
derivative ∂ˆ and an “outer product” • which act to map between the various modules listed in
table 1. As first discussed in [39], the chain complex
A(1/7)
∂ˆ←−− B(2/7) ∂ˆ←−− C(3/7) ∂ˆ←−− D(4/7) ∂ˆ←−− E(5/7) ∂ˆ←−− F(6/7) , (A.1)
formed from these modules together with the nilpotent derivative can be seen as a generalisation
of the deRham-complex and thus of differential forms. The bilinear product • is defined between
certain modules such that it maps as follows:
• A(1/7) B(2/7) C(3/7) D(4/7) E(5/7) F(6/7)
A(1/7) B(2/7) C(3/7) D(4/7) E(5/7) F(6/7) S(1)
B(2/7) C(3/7) D(4/7) E(5/7) F(6/7) S(1)
C(3/7) D(4/7) E(5/7) F(6/7) S(1)
D(4/7) E(5/7) F(6/7) S(1)
E(5/7) F(6/7) S(1)
F(6/7) S(1)
The nilpotent derivative ∂ˆ and the product • satisfy the following “magic identity” [36,40]
LΛX = Λ • ∂ˆX + ∂ˆ (Λ •X) , (A.2)
for all X ∈ B(2/7), C(3/7), D(4/7), E(5/7) and Λ ∈ A(1/7). Here L denotes the generalised
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Lie derivative (2.13). Explicitly, the product is defined as
(A1 •A2)α,s = Aα1As2 +As1Aα2 , (A •B)[αβ],s = 2A[αBβ],s ,
(A • C)[αβ],ss = AsC [αβ],s , (A •D)γ,[αβ],ss = AγD[αβ],ss ,
(A • E)γ = ǫγδAsEγ,[αβ],ss , (A •E)s =
1
2
ǫαβǫγδA
γEδ,[αβ],ss ,
(A • F ) = AαFα +AsFs , (B1 •B2)[αβ],ss = 2B[α|,s1 Bβ],s2 ,
(B • C)γ,[αβ],ss = Bγ,sC [αβ],s , (B •D)γ =
1
2
ǫαβǫγδB
δ,sD[αβ],ss ,
(B •D)s = 0 , (B •E) =
1
2
ǫαβǫγδB
γ,sEδ,αβ,ss ,
(C1 • C2)γ = 0 , (C1 • C2)s = C [αβ],s1 C [γδ],s2 ,
(C •D) = 1
4
ǫαβǫγδC
[αβ],sD[γδ],ss , (A.3)
and is symmetric when acting on two different modules. The nilpotent derivative is defined as
(
∂ˆB
)α
= ∂sB
α,s ,
(
∂ˆB
)s
= ∂αB
α,s ,
(
∂ˆC
)α,s
= ∂βC
[βα],s ,(
∂ˆD
)[αβ],s
= ∂sD
[αβ],ss ,
(
∂ˆE
)[αβ],ss
= ∂γE
γ,[αβ],ss ,
(
∂ˆF
)γ,[αβ],ss
= ǫγδ∂sFδ . (A.4)
Nilpotency follows from the section condition (2.1).
Let us finally discuss some properties of the generalised Lie derivative which will be impor-
tant in the construction of the tensor hierarchy in the next section. From now onwards we will
often omit the SL(2) × R+ indices on elements of the modules. First, note that for any A1,
A2 ∈ A(1/7), the symmetric part of the Lie derivative is given by
2 (A1 , A2) ≡ (LA1A2 + LA2A1) = ∂ˆ (A1 • A2) . (A.5)
Using the explicit formulae, one can see that this generates a vanishing generalised Lie derivative,
i.e.
L(A1 ,A2) = 0 . (A.6)
It will also be useful to write the generalised Lie derivative in terms of its symmetric and
antisymmetric parts
LA1A2 = [A1 , A2]E + (A1 , A2) , (A.7)
where the E-bracket is the antisymmetric part of the generalised Lie derivative
[A1 , A2]E =
1
2
(LA1A2 − LA2A1) . (A.8)
Finally, the Jacobiator of the E-bracket is proportional to terms that generate vanishing gen-
eralised Lie derivatives
[[A1 , A2]E , A3] + cycl. =
1
3
([A1 , A2]E , A3) + cycl. , (A.9)
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so that the Jacobiator of generalised Lie derivatives does not vanish but lies in the kernel of the
generalised Lie derivative when viewed as a map from generalised vectors to generalised tensors.
A.2 Tensor hierarchy
The EFT is invariant under generalised diffeomorphisms, generated by a generalised vector
field Λ(x, Y ) ∈ A(1/7). From the perspective of the “extended space” it induces gauge trans-
formations and diffeomorphisms, while from the 9-dimensional perspective, it induces non-
abelian gauge transformations of the scalar sector. Correspondingly, one introduces a gauge
field A ∈ A(1/7) such that
δΛA = DµΛ , (A.10)
where Dµ = ∂µ − LAµ is the 9-dimensional covariant derivative.11 The naive form of the field
strength would resemble the Yang-Mills field strength
Fµν = 2∂[µAν] − [Aµ , Aν ]E , (A.11)
which involves the E-bracket in order to be a 2-form. However, this fails to be gauge invariant
δFµν = 2D[µδAν] + ∂ˆ
(
A[µ • δAν]
)
, (A.12)
using (A.7). In order to define a gauge-invariant field strength we are led to modify the usual
Yang-Mills definition as follows
Fµν = 2∂[µAν] − [Aµ, Aν ]E + ∂ˆBµν , (A.13)
where Bµν ∈ B(2/7) is a 2-form. The modified field strength is now gauge-invariant if we define
the variation of Bµν to be
∆ΛBµν = Λ • Fµν , (A.14)
where
∆Bµν ≡ δBµν +A[µ • δAν] . (A.15)
The definition of both the naive field strength Fµν and the covariant field strength Fµν is
compatible with the commutator of covariant derivatives
[Dµ, Dν ] = −LFµν = −LFµν , (A.16)
since their difference is of the form (A.5) and thus generates vanishing generalised Lie derivative.
Mirroring the tensor hierarchy of gauged supergravities [55, 56], one can introduce a gauge
transformation and field strength for Bµν , which in turn requires a new 3-form potential. This
way one obtains a hierarchy of p-form fields up to a 5-form gauge potential and its 6-form field
11We will label gauge potentials Dµ1...µ4 in D(4/7) by the same symbol but the 9-dimensional index can be
used to distinguish between the gauge potential and the covariant derivative.
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strength. The 6-form potential does not appear in the action and so we do not define its field
strength. Here we give this construction explicitly for the SL(2)×R+ EFT for the first time. In
the following, the expressions for the 5-form potential and 6-form field strengths are new while
the lower form potentials are also given in [36]. Let us begin with the definition of the field
strengths:
Fµ1µ2 = 2∂[µ1Aµ2] − [Aµ1 , Aµ2 ]E + ∂ˆBµ1µ2 ,
Hµ1µ2µ3 = 3D[µ1Bµ2µ3] − 3∂[µ1Aµ2•Aµ3] +A[µ1•[Aµ2 , Aµ3]]E + ∂ˆCµ1µ2µ3 ,
Jµ1...µ4 = 4D[µ1Cµ2µ3µ4] + 3∂ˆB[µ1µ2•Bµ3µ4] − 6F[µ1µ2•Bµ3µ4] + 4A[µ1•(Aµ2•∂µ3Aµ4])
−A[µ1•(Aµ2•[Aµ3 , Aµ4]]E) + ∂ˆDµ1µ2µ3µ4 ,
Kµ1...µ5 = 5D[µ1Dµ2...µ5] + 15B[µ1µ2•D3Bµ4µ5] − 10F[µ1µ2•Cµ3µ4µ5] − 30B[µ1µ2•(Aµ3•∂µ4Aµ5])
+ 10B[µ1µ2•(Aµ3•[Aµ4 , Aµ5]]E)− 5A[µ1•(Aµ2•(Aµ3•∂µ4Aµ5]))
+A[µ1•(Aµ2•(Aµ3•[Aµ4 , Aµ5]]E)) + ∂ˆEµ1...µ5 ,
Lµ1...µ6 = 6D[µ1Eµ2...µ6] − 15F[µ1µ2•Dµ3...µ6] − 10C[µ1µ2µ3•∂ˆCµ4µ5µ6] − 20H[µ1µ2µ3•Cµ4µ5µ6]
− 45B[µ1µ2•(∂ˆBµ3µ4•Bµ5µ6 ])− 90B[µ1µ2•(∂Aµ3µ4•Bµ5µ6])
+ 45B[µ1µ2•([Aµ3 , Aµ4 ]E•Bµ5µ6 ]) + 60B[µ1µ2•(Aµ3•(Aµ4•∂µ5Aµ6]))
− 15B[µ1µ2•(Aµ3•(Aµ4•[Aµ5 , Aµ6]]E)) + 6A[µ1•(Aµ2•(Aµ3•(Aµ4•∂µ5Aµ6])))
−A[µ1•(Aµ2•(Aµ3•(Aµ4•[Aµ5 , Aµ6]]E))) + ∂ˆFµ1...µ6
(A.17)
Their variations are given by
δFµ1µ2 = 2D[µ1δAµ2] + ∂ˆ∆Bµ1µ2 ,
δHµ1µ2µ3 = 3D[µ1∆Bµ2µ3] − 3δA[µ1•Fµ2µ3] + ∂ˆ∆Cµ1µ2µ3 ,
δJµ1...µ4 = 4D[µ1∆Cµ2µ3µ4] − 4δA[µ1•Hµ2µ3µ4] − 6F[µ1•∆Bµ2µ3µ4] + ∂ˆ∆Dµ1...µ4 ,
δKµ1...µ5 = 5D[µ1∆Dµ2...µ5] − 5δA[µ1•Jµ2...µ5] − 10F[µ1µ2•∆Cµ3µ4µ5] − 10H[µ1µ2µ3•∆Bµ4µ5]
+ ∂ˆ∆Eµ1...µ5 ,
δLµ1...µ6 = 6D[µ1∆Eµ2...µ6] − 6δA[µ1•Kµ2...µ6] − 15F[µ1µ2•∆Dµ3...µ6] − 20H[µ1µ2µ3•∆Cµ4µ5µ6]
+ 15J[µ1...µ4•∆Bµ5µ6] + ∂ˆ∆Fµ1...µ6 ,
(A.18)
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where have we defined the “covariant” gauge field variations as
∆Bµ1µ2 = δBµ1µ2 +A[µ1•δAµ2 ] ,
∆Cµ1µ2µ3 = δCµ1µ2µ3 − 3δA[µ1•Bµ2µ3] +A[µ1•(Aµ2•δAµ3 ]) ,
∆Dµ1...µ4 = δDµ1...µ4 − 4δA[µ1•Cµ2...µ4] + 3B[µ1µ2•
(
δBµ3µ4] + 2Aµ3•δAµ4]
)
+A[µ1•(Aµ2•(Aµ3•δAµ4])) ,
∆Eµ1...µ5 = δEµ1...µ5 − 5δA[µ1•Dµ2...µ5] − 10δB[µ1µ2•Cµ3...µ5] − 15B[µ1µ2•
(
δAµ3•Bµ4µ5]
)
− 10 (A[µ1•δAµ2)•Cµ3µ4µ5] + 10B[µ1µ2•(Aµ3•(Aµ4•δAµ5)) +A[µ1•(Aµ2•(Aµ3•(Aµ4•δAµ5]))) ,
∆Fµ1...µ6 = δFµ1 ...µ6 − 6δA[µ1•Eµ2...µ6] − 15δB[µ1µ2•Dµ3...µ6] − 15
(
A[µ1•δAµ2
)•Dµ3...µ6]
− 10δC[µ1µ2µ3•Cµ4µ5µ6] + 60(δA[µ1•Bµ2µ3•Cµ4µ5µ6] − 20
(
A[µ1•(Aµ2•δAµ3)
)•Cµ4µ5µ6]
− 45B[µ1µ2•
(
δBµ3µ4•Bµ5µ6]
)
+ 45B[µ1µ2•
(
Bµ3µ4•(Aµ5•δAµ6]
)
+ 15B[µ1µ2•
(
Aµ3•
(
Aµ4•
(
Aµ5•δAµ6 ]
)))
+A[µ1•
(
Aµ2•
(
Aµ3•
(
Aµ4•
(
Aµ5•δAµ6 ]
))))
.
(A.19)
It is now easy to check that the field strengths (A.17) are invariant under the following gauge
transformations
δAµ1 = Dµ1Λ− ∂ˆ Ξµ1 ,
∆Bµ1µ2 = Λ•Fµ1µ2 + 2D[µ1Ξµ2] − ∂ˆΘµ1µ2 ,
∆Cµ1...µ3 = Λ•Hµ1µ2µ3 + 3F[µ1µ2•Ξµ3] + 3D[µ1Θµ2µ3] − ∂ˆΩµ1...µ3 ,
∆Dµ1...µ4 = Λ•Jµ1...µ4 − 4H[µ1...µ3•Ξµ4] + 6F[µ1µ2•Θµ3µ4] + 4D[µ1Ωµ2...µ4] − ∂ˆΥµ1...µ4 ,
∆Eµ1...µ5 = Λ•Kµ1...µ5 − 5J[µ1...µ4•Ξµ5] − 10H[µ1...µ3•Θµ4µ5] + 10F[µ1µ2•Ωµ3...µ5]
+ 5D[µ1Υµ2...µ5] − ∂ˆΦµ1...µ5 ,
∆Fµ1...µ6 = Λ•Lµ1...µ6 + 6K[µ1...µ5•Ξµ6] + 15Jµ1...µ4•Θµ5µ6] − 20H[µ1...µ3•Ωµ4...µ6]
+ F[µ1µ2•Υµ3...µ6] + 6D[µ1Φµ2...µ6] .
(A.20)
Finally, the field strengths (A.17) satisfy the following Bianchi identities, as can be seen from
their definitions.
3D[µ1Fµ2µ3] = ∂ˆHµ1...µ3 ,
4D[µ1Hµ2...µ4] + 3F[µ1µ2•Fµ3µ4] = ∂ˆJµ1...µ4 ,
5D[µ1Jµ2...µ5] + 10F[µ1µ2•Hµ3µ4µ5] = ∂ˆKµ1...µ5 ,
6D[µ1Kµ2...µ6] + 15F[µ1µ2•Jµ3...µ6] − 10H[µ1µ2µ3•Hµ4µ5µ6] = ∂ˆLµ1...µ6 .
(A.21)
While the first three equations have appeared before, the final identity is new.
A.3 Topological term
Maximal supergravity theories contain a topological term, which is mirrored in the correspond-
ing EFT. Armed with the Cartan calculus and the tensor hierarchy we can now construct a
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topological term for the action. It is given by
Stop = κ
∫
d10xd3Y εµ1...µ10
[
1
5
∂ˆKµ1...µ5 • Kµ6...µ10 −
5
2
(Fµ1µ2 • Jµ3...µ6) • Jµ7...µ10
+
10
3
(Hµ1...µ3 • Hµ4...µ6) • Jµ7...µ10
]
,
(A.22)
where we have abused the notation to also denote the 10-dimensional indices by µ1, . . . , µ10 =
1, . . . , 10, and εµ1...µ10 = ±1 is the 10-dimensional alternating symbol. This term is a mani-
festly gauge-invariant boundary term in ten dimensions and has weight one under generalised
diffeomorphisms, as required. Instead of explicitly showing that it is a boundary term itself, we
will just show that its variation is a boundary term. Using the variations of the field strengths
(A.18) and the Bianchi identities (A.21), one finds
δStop = κ
∫
d10xd3Y εµ1...µ10Dµ1
[
− 5 (δAµ2 • Jµ3...µ6) • Jµ7...µ10
+20 (∆Bµ2µ3 • Hµ4...µ6) • Jµ7...µ10 − 20 (Fµ2µ3 • Jµ4...µ7) •∆Cµ8...µ10
+
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3
(Hµ2...µ4 • Hµ5...µ7) •∆Cµ8...µ10 + 2∂ˆ∆Dµ2...µ5 • Kµ6...µ10
]
.
(A.23)
Throughout we assume that the “extended space” parametrised by the Y ’s does not have a
boundary. One can easily check using (A.19) that the term is invariant under gauge transfor-
mations. In the next appendix, we will use (A.23) to fix the overall coefficient relative to the
other terms in the action by requiring invariance under external diffeomorphisms.
B Determining the action
B.1 Anomalous variations
We need to be able to cancel all “anomalous variations” under internal and generalised dif-
feomorphisms. These are defined to be the non-covariant parts of the transformation of some
possibly non-tensorial object T :
∆ˆΛT = δΛT − LΛT , (B.1)
for generalised diffeomorphisms, and
∆ˆξT = δξT − LξT , (B.2)
under external diffeomorphisms. This can be applied to products and obeys a Leibniz-like
property.
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B.1.1 Generalised diffeomorphisms
In particular, we build our action using derivatives of the external and generalised metrics.
Under generalised diffeomorphisms, one has
δΛMss = ΛM∂MMss − 12
7
∂αΛ
αMss + 16
7
∂sΛ
sMss ,
δΛHαβ = ΛM∂MHαβ + ∂αΛγHγβ + ∂βΛγHαγ − ∂αΛαHαβ
δΛgµν = Λ
M∂Mgµν +
2
7
∂MΛ
Mgµν .
(B.3)
The anomalous variations of the derivatives of these objects are
∆ˆΛ∂sMss = 16
7
∂s∂sΛ
sMss ,
∆ˆΛ∂sHαβ = 0 ,
∆ˆΛ∂sgµν =
2
7
∂s∂sΛ
sgµν ,
(B.4)
and
∆ˆΛ∂γMss = −12
7
∂γ∂βΛ
βMss ,
∆ˆΛ∂γHαβ = ∂γ∂αΛδHδβ + ∂γ∂αΛδHαδ − ∂δ∂γΛδHαβ ,
∆ˆΛ∂γgµν =
2
7
∂γ∂βΛ
βgµν .
(B.5)
Note that one finds that it is necessary to treat the derivatives ∂M as carrying the special weight
−1/7, as is a familiar aspect of the exceptional field theory construction [33].
B.1.2 External diffeomorphisms
Recall that the external derivative is written in a form covariant under generalised diffeomor-
phisms, using Dµ = ∂µ − δAµ . The variations of the fields under external diffeomorphisms are
then
δξgµν = ξ
ρDρgµν +Dµξ
ρgρν +Dνξ
ρgρµ ,
δξMMN = ξµDµMMN ,
δξAµ
M = ξνFνµM +MMNgµν∂N ξν ,
∆ξBµν = ξ
λHλµν ,
∆ξCµνσ = ξ
λJλµνσ ,
∆ξDµνσκ = ξ
λKλµνσκ ,
∆ξEµνσκτ = ξ
λLλµνσκτ ,
(B.6)
where we define the variation of the higher rank gauge fields through their covariant variation
∆, not to be confused with the anomalous variation ∆ˆ.
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It is important to be careful as the derivatives Dµ do not commute. One has
[Dµ,Dν ]ξ
ρ = −FµνM∂Mξρ , (B.7)
for a diffeomorphism gauge parameter ξµ which is a scalar under generalised diffeomorphisms.
On the metric, which is weighted under generalised diffeomorphisms, one has
[Dµ,Dσ]gνρ = −FµσM∂Mgνρ + 2ω∂MFµσMgνρ (B.8)
One must use these relationships for instance in reexpressing the bare variation δξDµgνρ in
terms of the Lie derivative LξDµgνρ. One finds that
δξDµgνρ = Dµδξgνρ − δ(δξAµ)gνρ
= Lξ(Dµgνρ) +DµDνξ
σgσρ +DµDρξ
σgνσ −MMNgµσ∂Nξσ∂Mgνρ
+ 2ωFσµM∂M ξσgνρ + 2ω∂M
(MMNgµσ∂Nξσ) gνρ .
(B.9)
Similar treatment of derivatives Dµ of the scalars gives
∆ˆξDµ lnMss = 12
7
∂γξ
νFνµγ − 16
7
∂sξ
νFνµs −MMNgµν∂Nξν∂M lnMss
+
12
7
∂γ
(
Mγβgµν∂βξν
)
− 16
7
∂s
(
Mssgµν∂sξν
) (B.10)
and
∆ˆξDµHαβ = −MMNgµν∂Nξν∂MHαβ
− ∂αξνFνµγHγβ − ∂βξνFνµγHγα − ∂γξνFνµγHαβ
− ∂α
(
Mγδgµν∂δξν
)
Hγβ − ∂β
(
Mγδgµν∂δξν
)
Hαγ − ∂γ
(
Mγδgµν∂δξν
)
Hαβ
(B.11)
Finally, we should consider the variation under external diffeomorphisms of the derivatives of
tensors with respect to the internal coordinate. One finds here simply
∆ˆξ∂PMMN = ∂P ξµDµMMN ,
∆ξ∂Mgµν = ∂M ξ
ρDρgµν +Dµ∂M ξ
ρgρν +Dν∂Mξ
ρgρµ .
(B.12)
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B.1.3 Variations of field strengths
Using the transformations of the field strengths under arbitrary variations of the gauge fields
(A.18), one finds that under external diffeomorphisms
∆ˆξFµνα = ∂sξρHνµραs + 2D[µ
(
Mαβ∂βξλgν]λ
)
,
∆ˆξFµνs = ∂αξρHνµραs + 2D[µ
(
Mss∂sξλgν]λ
)
,
∆ˆξHµνραs = ∂βξλJσµνρ[βα]s − 3Mαβ∂βξλgλ[µFνρ]s − 3Mss∂sξλgλ[µFνρ]α ,
∆ˆξJµνρσ [αβ]s = ∂sξλKλµνρσ [αβ]ss − 8Mγ[α∂γξλgλ[µHνρσ]β]s .
(B.13)
(By construction of course the field strengths are invariant under generalised diffeomorphisms
which manifest as the gauge transformation of Aµ
M .)
B.2 Varying the action
The action can now be determined using what is by now a fairly standard procedure. One
writes down the general possible form of a two-derivative scalar Lagrangian, ensuring that all
terms carry the correct weights under the diffeomorphism symmetries (and also under the R+
factor of the duality group). Then one varies this under the above local symmetries and chooses
coefficients such that the anomalous variations, as defined in the previous subsections, cancel.
This turns out to fix the Lagrangian uniquely, up to overall scale and some total derivatives.
This calculation is straightforward but somewhat tedious to relate. For the reader familiar
already with the exceptional field theory construction no particularly interesting technical nov-
elties arise; while the reader unfamiliar with the field is perhaps better encouraged to believe
the correctness of the result and may find it more illuminating to study the final form of the
theory as given in the bulk of the paper. Nevertheless, we shall give a sketch of the details.
For instance, let us consider only terms which involve the derivative ∂s (that we can do this
in the first place is an unusual consequence of the relative simplicity of the SL(2)×R+ coordinate
representation and section condition). The most general ansatz for a “potential term” which is
a scalar under generalised diffeomorphisms up to section condition is
V1 = a0Mss∂sHαβ∂sHαβ + a1Mss∂sMss∂sMss + a2∂s∂sMss + a3Mss∂sgµν∂sgµν
+ a4Mss∂s ln g∂s ln g + a5Mss∂s ln g∂sMssMss + a6Mss∂s∂s ln g .
(B.14)
One firstly attempts to fix this by varying under generalised diffeomorphisms. It is enough to
calculate the anomalous variation using (B.4). This produces the following constraints on the
unknown coefficients:
18
7
a6 =
16
7
a2 , a6 − 4
7
a3 +
36
7
a4 +
16
7
a5 = 0 , −25
7
a2 +
32
7
a1 − 18
7
a5 = 0 . (B.15)
These are not sufficient to fully determine the form of V1, even up to scale and total derivatives.
Indeed, as ∂sHαβ has no anomalous variation the coefficient of the single term involving its
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square cannot be determined here.
One fixes the coefficients fully by varying under external diffeomorphisms. In doing so, it
becomes especially convenient to drop all total derivatives.
The anomalous variation of the scalar potential can then be made to cancel by incorporating
contributions from that of the kinetic terms,
Lskin = d1gµνDµ lnMssDν lnMss + d2gµνDµHαβDνHαβ , (B.16)
and Ricci scalar, which up to total derivatives has the following anomalous variation which in
fact is common to all exceptional field theories regardless of dimensions,
∆ˆξRˆ =MMN∂Nξλ
(
∂MDλ ln g − gµν∂MDνgµλ
− 1
2
∂MgνρDλg
νρ − 1
2
gµνDν ln g∂Mgµλ − ∂MgµλDνgµν
)
− gµνgρσDµgσλFρνM∂Mξλ − gµνFρµM∂MDνξρ .
(B.17)
In particular, ignoring for now any terms involving the field strength FµνM , one finds anomalous
variations which are non-linear in the components of the generalised metric, namely
2(a0 − d2)MssDµHαβ∂sHαβ∂sξµ + 2
(
a1 − 9d1
7
)
Mss∂sMssDµMss∂sξµ . (B.18)
This has the effect of fixing the coefficients of the scalar kinetic term relative to those appearing
in V1. In addition there are terms involving two derivatives of the external metric, which arise
from the Ricci scalar, kinetic terms and scalar potentials, which cancel if
4a3 = 1 , 2a6 − 4a4 = −1 , 2a5 + 2a6 + a2 = 32d1
7
, (B.19)
while additional terms involving derivatives ofMss cancel if
4a3 = −32d1
7
, −1
2
a2 − 4a4 − a5 + a6 = 16
7
d1 , (B.20)
and finally one has a number of other terms which cancel if a3 = 1/4, which is already required.
One can similarly determine the form of V2, which involves the derivatives ∂α only. Alto-
gether, the constraints that one obtains entirely fix the form of Lskin and the scalar potential
V up to possible total derivatives in ∂s, ∂α, which can be ignored.
Next, one can consider the anomalous variations arising from the Ricci scalar and scalar
kinetic terms which involve the field strength FµνM . These can be arranged to cancel against
part of the variation of the kinetic term −14FµνMFµνNMMN , fixing the relative coefficient of
this term with respect to the the part of the action involving metric derivatives.
At this point the cancellation of all terms involving metric derivatives and FµνM has been
ensured. The remaining anomalous variations involve the variation of the gauge field kinetic
terms and the topological term. With the coefficients shown in this paper, these can be eas-
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ily demonstrated to cancel upon making use of the duality relation (2.12) following from the
equation of motion of Dµνρσ .
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